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Introduction
Dance is an exciting vehicle for the sensory connection of humans, and between
humans and their environments. In comparison to dance presented in traditional
theatre venues, site-specific choreographers have a pertinent interest in attending to
place (Kloetzel and Pavlik 6). Choreographing for an outdoor space has the potential
to relate and connect to issues such as ethics, politics, and activism (Fraleigh and
Bingham 5). This investigation will examine choreographic perceptions of sensory
awareness at a site and the significance of influencing an audiences’ relationship to
an environment, as expressed from a choreographer’s perspective.
A dance becomes site-specific when the choreographer receives spatial dictation,
direction for audience placement, and theatrical inspiration from the site itself;
generating the work’s movement vocabulary and content out of research into and
interpretation of the site’s unique cultural matrix of characteristics (LeFevre). Sitespecific choreographer Sally Jacques further comments that site-specific work “does
not set a theatrical environment onto the landscape but uses what is inherent in the
space to create the dance. The site’s environment is itself a collaborator, and it
determines what unfolds from myself, the dancers and the rest of the collaborators”
(199). These definitions begin to present the subjectivity resulting from a
choreographer’s interaction with a site, suggesting the difficulties of attempting to
define one clear method when creating work. This may be indicative of the apparent
lack of academic research into site-specific dance and its creative methods (Hunter
“Introduction” 2-3). With recognition that while it has matured as a practice, having
been a creative approach in use since the 1960s, the form has not seen the same
development in theoretical and scholarly terms as more recognisable dance genres
(Kloetzel and Pavlik 16).
This topic of investigation has arisen from the researcher’s own concerns for
stimulating change in awareness of the natural environment through dance, with
specific interest in how a site-specific choreographer can challenge the perceptions
of a particular site through employing active engagement of the audience. Research
has suggested that this results in a “sense of place” (Sarco-Thomas 345; Richardson
“Beyond”): an intensity or strength of a bond to a specific place (Raymond, Kyttä and
Stedman 2). Acknowledging the increased concerns of global warming within the
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United Kingdom (UK; Richardson “Wellbeing”), recognised in the Government’s
explanation of climate change in 2018, the current issue of disconnection to one’s
environment provides an interesting starting point for discussion regarding relation to
site-specific dance. Considering the relationship between a site and choreographer
in depth may indicate how site-specific dance performance can serve to re-define
“the space” (Briginshaw 2001 Qtd. in Hunter “Experiencing” 34), challenging the
context, dominant ideology and perception of a particular site (34).
Theatre historian Arnold Aronson claims “performative borders have shifted in ways
so profound as to call into question the very notion of theatre and performance as it
has been understood” (23). Furthermore, dancer and choreographer Siobhan Davies
questions, “What happens when we discover dance where we don’t expect to find
it?” Both statements suggest that presenting dance in an alternative place has the
potential to increase active audience involvement, of which the choreographer has a
paramount role. While this alone could warrant further debate, there is a particular
indication that perceptions of sensory experience influence a choreographer in
creating attention towards a place (Hunter “Experiencing”, 2011). In relation to sitespecific work, there is a growing realisation of “ecological” sensitivity and empathy in
creating and performing dance in an external environment; with opportunities for
responsive, physical and sensory engagement, and conceptual dialogue afforded to
participants at a site (Sarco-Thomas 343). Consequently, the main aim of this
investigation is to inquire into site-specific choreographic practice and offers the
potential for reconsidering its role to develop sensitivity to and within an environment.
Rather than multiple points of view, all cited theory is made from a position that may
be attributed to a choreographer. This perspective is taken into account as part of
utilising a phenomenological approach based on the theory by French
phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1908-1961), and more current scholars
Sondra Horton Fraleigh, Victoria Hunter and Sandra Reeve who applied
phenomenology to dance and the site-specific context. This provides a framework for
studying experience from multiple perspectives, most importantly from the unity
between body and mind to create a lived experience (Fraleigh “Dance” 4; Hunter
“Embodying” 104). By engaging with multiple choreographers’ perspectives, the
subjectivity of site-specific practice will be accounted for to reveal prevalent
perceptions and their significance to create a relationship with their chosen sites.
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In order to comprehend how the lived experience is perceived by a choreographer
and the influence this has on relationships with a site, this investigation will examine
three emerging issues. Firstly, highlighting different concepts that suggest how a
choreographer develops their relationship to a site, for which dance scholar Arianne
MacBean’s suggestion of interconnectivity plays an important role. The first chapter
will place one of the research questions into context: How is sense of place
established within a choreographer’s site-specific dance practice? This relates to the
mind-body connection outlined and introduces the second issue. The debate of
perceptions on sensory awareness and personal response questions why these two
concerns are of importance to the choreographer. Phenomenological research will
contribute to contextualising this discussion, along with permaculture and somatics
activist Nala Walla’s concept of “eco-somatics”, with focus on similarities and
differences between an immediate sensory experience and an evolving embodied
experience. This will inform the last issue, questioning how a choreographer’s sense
of place is significant in achieving increased audience attention towards a site.
Victoria Hunter’s Model of Influence (2015), comprehended by spatial theorist
Edward Soja’s model of Thirdspace (1996), will form a holistic understanding of the
choreographic practice informed by a site-specific space.
The overall structure of the dissertation will take the form of three chapters. Chapter
1 will contextualise the issues and research questions identified. Additionally,
concepts and theory revolving around the choreographer-site relationship and sense
of place will be introduced. In Chapter 2, primary research will be presented and
analysed. In order to compare varying choreographic perspectives on utilising sitespecific work to achieve sense of place and increased audience attention, the
following choreographers will be interviewed: Marylee Hardenberg, situated in
Minnesota; Bethan Peters, who is based in the UK; and Leah Stein, established in
Philadelphia; along with reference to their selected choreographic works. As of the
chosen interviewees and their geographic locale, this investigation has a Western
perspective which will be taken into account when concluding the enquiry. Lastly,
Chapter 3 will examine the research in light of the concepts outlined in Chapter 1.
The debate will reveal the significance of choreographic perception and influence on
audience awareness, and address the acknowledged issues.
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Chapter 1: The Choreographer-Site Relationship
How does a choreographer’s relationship to a site develop sense of place? This
chapter will enquire into the question with reference to current literature to provide
relevance of the topic and related issues. The literature review will indicate important
research that has been conducted, defining key terms, constructs and concepts, and
reporting on methodologies used in other research into the topic (Cohen, Manion
and Morrison 181). For this purpose, a variety of selected sources within the context
of the research questions will be examined (Machi and McEvoy 1). This will bring an
understanding of why a choreographer’s sense of place may challenge experiences
and sensitivity to external environments, revealing a phenomenological approach as
a methodological framework. Perceptions of place within site-specific work will be
explored through an eco-somatic mind-body connection (Walla 151), and a
phenomenological mind-body relationship (Fraleigh “Dance” 4). These perspectives
will be drawn upon to evaluate the impact a choreographer’s sense of place may
have on achieving audience engagement. The main focus of the investigation will be
introduced to consider the role of the site-specific choreographer and the potential
influence on an audiences’ relationship to an environment, with acknowledgement of
the extent perception of place guides their practice.
Challenging Environmental Engagement
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Fig. 1. “Growth of Nature Connectedness in Research”, 2001-2018,
Richardson, Miles.
Current research suggests an increase in interest regarding “nature connectedness”,
a term broadly encompassing sense of place, describing human connection to
places, including attachment and meaning (Raymond, Kyttä and Stedman 1; Figure
1). This has been identified with a realisation that a connected relationship to an
external environment leads to positive environmental attitudes (Lumbar, Richardson
and Sheffield). To illustrate further, this human-nature relationship coexisting with a
changing climate is recognised in the UK Government’s 25 Year Environment Plan
(2018), and a recent One Health model in BMJ Global Health indicates for a
necessary relationship between human and environmental health (Rabinowitz et al.).
These models propose human wellbeing is embedded within the health of the natural
world (Richardson “Wellbeing”), which dance can actively contribute to through
providing relationships that stimulate connection (Richardson “Beyond”). This is
demonstrated in choreographer Jacques’ aims to provide sensory stimuli in open
spaces to engage audiences and change their perspectives of the natural world
(202).
Additionally, the global phenomenon of climate change is being recognised as a
relevant issue within dance performance practices. Companies and community
projects are increasingly bringing dance into outdoor environments. For example,
Global Site Performance integrates art and dance with ideas of ecology and
community, demonstrated in the piece One River Mississippi, choreographed by
director Hardenbergh (2006). With seven site-specific cities performing
simultaneously, connecting community members, dancers and environmentalists,
the project was voiced as creating “a sense of interconnectedness” with people and
the Earth (Hardenbergh 166). This demonstrates the value of site-specific dance to
foster active participation and involvement, increasing engagement with nature
(Pretty et al.). Within the UK, projects such as Cscape, a location dance company,
and Dance Republic’s Salt Festival of Landscape and Dance (2018), aim to bring
this connection to wider communities, offering continued participation in nature
engagement. Such kinaesthetic experience of an environmental performance has
the potential to influence a participant’s response to a place, facilitating a
“transpersonal experience” with nature (Sarco-Thomas 345). These examples
5
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illustrate an increased interest in dance performance in external environments,
offering opportunities for the general public to actively engage with outdoor locations
that create a performance site.
This investigation is primarily concerned with a choreographer’s practice of creating
site-specific dance to challenge experiences of an external location. When defining
the practice, research choreographers Melanie Kloetzel and Carolyn Pavlik note that
“site-specific dance refers to the fact that these dances take a particular place as
both the inspiration and setting for the dance” (1), rather than site-adaptive dance
where a work is performed in multiple locations (Koplowitz 75), such as A Curious
Invasion/Wave Hill choreographed by Sara Pearson and Patrik Widrig (2001; 225).
Hunter describes site-specific work as a choreographer’s response to a particular
location, where “location, environmental or architectural, is the stimulus […] There is
a specific interdependence between site and choreography” (“Experiencing” 399).
Both definitions value relations between the site and choreographer, with a clear
notion that the location influences the work created. A location is chosen with the
understanding that participants, both dancers and audience members, will construct
interdependent readings of the site and choreography in response to a performance
(Munjee 130). Jacques agrees that sites in collaboration with moving bodies
stimulate interdependent relationships of the natural world (Kloetzel and Pavlik 18).
These readings suggest new possibilities for embodiment of a site (Munjee 131)
through a choreographer creating a sense of place, thus leading to this embodiment
occurring within viewers.
Questions raised by recent initiatives advocating environmental awareness in the UK
(UK governmental reports 2015; Pavilion Dance Southwest’s Breathe Initiative 2014)
could be partly addressed by site-specific dance performance, bringing people into a
physical relationship with an outdoor place (Sarco-Thomas 342). Research by
Kloetzel suggests the increase in site performance has the potential to expose social
and environmental injustices, offering new approaches under the growing ecological
precarity (112). In order to contextualise, questioning how a choreographer
challenges the context, dominant ideology and perception of a particular site is
addressed. This considers the relationship between choreographer and site as one
that combines socially constructed space with a personally constructed one
(Briginshaw 57), which develops a dance performance that serves to establish a
6
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sense of place through the practitioner’s attention towards a specifically chosen
location (Kloetzel 112). Kinaesthetic involvement with a place, and creative
autonomy encompassed by a choreographer, presents opportunities to initiate their
own participatory relationship with the environment (Sarco-Thomas 359). The
choreographer’s personal response begins to develop alternative perspectives to the
site, addressed within their creation of a work.
Beyond a personal response, to create a socially constructed space the
choreographer is required to acknowledge the history, architecture, and social
implications (MacBean 97). These influences on choreographic practices make them
highly subjective to the practitioner and the site they wish to embody. Acknowledged
by Hunter, there is little academic research into creative methods for site-specific
dance, with few practitioners appearing to engage in articulating notions of their
processes in depth (“Introduction” 2-3). Thus, a site-specific choreographic discourse
is difficult to articulate. It is widely suggested that sensory perception of a location is
an essential first step in developing a sense of place that encompasses social
factors, combining the two constructs of space established (Briginshaw 57). Fully
experiencing a place can only be achieved through the senses, with implication that
this reflects an intensity of place embodiment: as the amount of time spent in a place
increases, the relationship and attachment to the place intensifies (Raymond, Kyttä
and Stedman 5). If site-specific dance is to be influenced by a choreographer’s
sensory response, an implied awareness is presupposed when developing their site
relationship. These processes of experiencing and perceiving space, and the
subsequent interpretation of these responses, inform the creative process by
providing stimuli for movement content and creation (Hunter “Experiencing” 33).
Hence, socially constructed space is informed by the personal, with the autonomy of
the choreographer essential to create work that challenges the subjective factors
already present at a site.
Furthermore, choreographer Rosemary Lee’s discussion of her approach to working
in the site-specific context describes a “profound connection between environment
and character, and a sense of place” invoked through stillness and attending to the
energies and essences of site (Hunter “Introduction” 12). The breadth of this
statement demonstrates distinctive aesthetic and artistic concerns informing
choreographers’ work. When generating a piece’s content and movement vocabulary
7
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from research and interpretation of a site’s cultural matrix of characteristics, their
singular artistic sensibility informs the selective process of making intellectual and
emotional choices (LeFevre). At a basic level, these psychological factors are
influenced by the sensory experience of the individual. Although it remains unclear
how the immediately perceived and sensory dimensions of sight, smell, hearing,
taste and touch contribute to overall place meaning (Raymond, Kyttä and Stedman
5), the literature establishes their importance in developing sense of place. Due to
the subjectivity of the context, and its subsequent impact upon experience and
perception, these particular theoretical ideas may contribute to the development of a
broader understanding of site-specific choreographic practices, without failing “to
capture the breadth and richness” of these approaches (Hunter “Introduction” 17).
Through highlighting the large diversity in the experiences of the creative process,
this investigation considers multiple individual perspectives through the interview
data collection method, reflecting the phenomenological approach utilised in Chapter
2 to analyse the findings.
As a consequence of the discussed views of sensory perception and relations
between choreographer and site, sense of place emerges and audience
engagement with environmental site-specific dance increases. As Stein suggests,
oneness of self and the environment is the principle core used to create a shared
place, connecting people more deeply to themselves, each other and the landscape
(157). From a choreographic perspective, meaning emerges through somatic and
conceptual dialogue with, reflection on, and questioning of the work, and their
relation to it (Flexer 14). This effectuates an embodied approach, suggesting the
body’s relationship to place is important within the creative process of making sitespecific dance. This paramount emerging relationship of the body and site indicates
that phenomenological research paradigms can be used to interpret the creation of
sense of place.
Mind-Body: Connection or Dualism?
Introducing the second issue identified, the question arises of how is the relationship
of mind-body influential on perception and embodiment? Phenomenological
approaches are connected to the link between mind and body. A basic
understanding of the mind-body relationship is essential to consider how sense of
8
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place is experienced by a choreographer, and will be used to discuss the research
findings in the following chapters.
Phenomenology is addressed here as an experiential phenomenon reliant upon the
conscious presence of the individual, resulting in a “lived experience” of a space
(Hunter “Embodying” 96). The essential relationship between consciousness and the
world (Sheets-Johnstone 8) forms connections between existential thought, the
body, dance, and art in general, since they are all founded in lived and experiential
values (Fraleigh “Dance” 3). The concept of dance embodiment informed by the
phenomenological interaction with a specific site is argued by Hunter as a
symptomatic component of site-specific dance performance, resulting in a
phenomenological exchange between site and choreographer, thus affecting
perspectives of performers, performance and audience (“Embodying” 95). Fraleigh
describes the body as a “thinking body” and “a minded body, not a mind in command
of something called body” (“Dance” 13; 9), directly referencing against the mind-body
dualism. Recognising that there is dualism present, dance requires a concentration
of the whole person to overcome it (9). This lived experience can be present in a
choreographer with conscious knowledge of their body experiencing senses of a site.
Achieving a unified and continuous whole during the end performance is made
possible through this consideration within the choreographic process.
Conformably, this mind-body connection is embodied by the choreographer in their
process of developing movement. Choreographer Anna Halprin noted this
occurrence in her creative practice as it increasingly became “preoccupied with
movement in relation to environment […] attention to self-awareness, kinaesthetic
responses” (146). This statement encompasses consciousness and intention
towards creation of movement, achieving a lived experience by an indivisible unity of
body, soul and mind (Fraleigh “Dance” 4). However dualism is also present within
this process: there is internal tension between concrete or planned, and organic or
instinctual (Stein 152). Furthermore, within site-specific work Stein senses dualism
as a greater interconnectedness among contrasting elements, such as nature,
architecture and people; finding meaning in a juxtaposed, fragmented modern
existence (156-7). This begins to suggest how the mind-body relationship evidently
differs in choreographer-site relationships when creating movement in response to a
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site. Consequently these varying dualistic or connected mind-body relations of a
choreographer affect their perception of place.
Moreover, theatre director Gareth White contends that immersive theatre, of which
site-specific dance can be likened to, can
only achieve what other forms of performance can achieve: a relation in which
the event of a work of art occurs between its material being and the person
who encounters it. If it has claims to make, they must be to do with its
potential to stimulate these relations, rather than with creating realms of
experience not available in other kinds of work. (233)
This proposes that choreographers of these types of performance works are unable
to create experiences that are not present within more traditional theatre
performance venues, like that of a proscenium arch (Kloetzel 6). However, in
addressing a site-specific practitioner’s attention to place, it could be argued that
their realm of experience deepens through an embodiment which forms relationships
between the mind and body, with others, and with place (Nelson 19). Humanenvironment connections are not produced solely within the mind, but through
relations between mind, body and environment over time (Cooke, West and
Boonstra Qtd. in Raymond, Kyttä and Stedman 6). In the development of this
embodied connection, the choreographer endeavours to create a process of
attention towards a place for the audience that remains long after the ephemeral
movement (Kloetzel and Pavlik 7). Inevitable palpable relationships are detected
between the site and choreography in the appreciation of site-specific dance
performance (Munjee 135), and a realm of experience formed from sense of place
can be detected with a conscious mind-body connection present when working at a
site.
Additionally, phenomenological approaches are also connected with the growing
area of research eco-somatics. Walla describes this as the “direct sensory
perception of one’s body both in the natural environment and as the natural
environment,” with no separation between body and mind (151). The term crosspollinates between theories and practices of somatics and permaculture to embrace
individual perceptions (Nelson 19). Descended from phenomenologist Edmund
Husserl (1932, 1965), who articulated concerns for “the environing world” (Fraleigh
“Performing” 7), the lived body experience is essential to this sensory perception.
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Relationships between oneself, others and the environment emerge (Nelson 19),
generating further understanding of the influential mind-body connection developed
by a choreographer to facilitate audience awareness of place.
In contrast to the evolving mind-body relationship, an eco-somatic approach
suggests this lived experience is a direct encounter to arrive at the essence of
dance. This proposes that immediate perceptions are influential in creating sense of
place. It is argued that meanings are assigned to places within one’s immediate
perceivable environment (Raymond et al. 7), in opposition to phenomenological
perspectives where place meanings are embedded within an evolving set of
experiences (6). Direct perception informs these meanings, thus behaviour is
determined by dynamic relations amongst mind, body, culture and environment (8),
and permeates the choreographer’s creative space. These ideas align with
practitioner Reeve’s eco-somatic “environmental movement” approach: to generate
an embodied experience of reciprocity and interconnection with an environment. This
she identified through a study of constant improvisation of movement in nature
(“Regenerative” 78-9). Such choreographic practices of moving in direct response to
perception offer opportunities for increased attention to the experience of oneself
within one’s surroundings.
Proposed by encompassing the direct perception implied by eco-somatics in the
present creation of movement, and mind-body connection evident throughout a
choreographer-site relationship, sense of place can be associated with both direct
perceptions and meanings formed through longer-term processes (Raymond, Kyttä
and Stedman 9). Reconceptualising sense of place as immediate, and developed
over time, offers opportunities to consider how present perceptual processes can
contribute to longer-term processes, and vice versa (11), in the development of a
choreographic practice. This concept will be beneficial when discussing the research
findings to inform consideration of in-depth relationships between the
choreographers and their sites.
A Choreographer’s Influence
Lastly, clarification of the parameters of this investigation is provided by explaining
the chosen theoretical frameworks. These will be applied to the analysed discussion
of research findings presented in Chapter 3.
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There is recognition of a requirement for active participation in site-specific work in
order to challenge perceptions, as implied by the statement “Landscapes hold
knowledge. Humans embody knowledge” (Burnard et al. 129). Experiences should
be provided for an audience to actively make and co-produce knowledge (120).
Reeve describes this as a “shared ecology” where all are integrated within the place
of performance (“Moving” 324). This establishes an important triad of
interconnectivity (MacBean 97). In challenging the choreographer to think about the
factors informing the space, the dancers also have to be informed, and the audience
becomes equally responsible for the success of the piece (97). The interactive
relationship between the site, choreographer, performers and audience requires
acknowledgement when considering the viewpoint of the choreographer. Their
practice and relationship to a site is influential in affecting an audience’s sensitivity to
their location; invaluable in the facilitation of a corporeal exchange between
individual and site (Hunter “Experiencing” 101), as implied by the lived experience.
In recognition of this triad, applying a framework that demonstrates the influence of a
choreographer’s practice will bring an understanding of how a practitioner’s sense of
place can challenge and redirect audience relationships to the site. Although this
interconnectivity creates a multitude of viewpoints through challenging the notions of
performance and spectatorship (Hunter “Experiencing” 35), prioritising the
choreographer’s perspective will generate contributions towards the development of
a broader, more fluid understanding of site-specific dance performance. This
theoretical idea is brought into context through Hunter’s Model of Influence (Figure
2). The model is described as a continuous line where an influence can be observed
from the physical and social construction of space, to the creation of a performance,
and the audience’s interaction with it (37). The role of the choreographer is viewed
as intermediary, providing a creative channel of communication between site and
performance. This is informed and influenced by varying factors that serve to enrich
and enlighten the performance outcome (38).
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Fig. 2. “Hunter’s Model of Influence: detailing the relationship between the site
and the creative process”, 2015, Hunter, Victoria.
Similarities can be drawn between Hunter’s theoretical ideology and Soja’s model of
Thirdspace, which researcher Tara Munjee applied to site-specific dance. Multiple
readings are encouraged within both models. The many constructed and nuanced
understandings of site-specific choreographic practices are recognised in the latter
(Munjee 131). In introducing Thirdspace, Soja acknowledges the mind-body
relationship present in the creation of a space, but extends beyond it in terms of
“scope, substance, and meaning” (11). This encourages a broad and holistic
understanding of place, utilised by Munjee to generate new and transcendent
understandings of spaces (132). Similarly, the Model of Influence also suggests this
creation of a “new space”, with the interaction between site, performance and
observer (Hunter “Experiencing” 36). Valerie Preston-Dunlop alludes to this creative
potential presented between the performance and space: “Bodies enter and move
through, in and with a space, turning the void into a place” (121). In the suggestion
that this type of interaction serves in itself to create a new type of space, the
conventional audience relationships to a particular site are transformed, while
simultaneously creating a temporary place during the performance (Hunter
“Experiencing” 37-8). It is within this existence that a choreographer’s sense of place
can impact upon the direct perception of an audience, which proposes new
relationships between humans and the landscape (Stewart Qtd. in Sarco-Thomas
13
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345). In consolidating Hunter’s model, the application of Thirdspace will allow for
greater understanding of the multitude of interdependent relationships:
acknowledged in the creation of a site-specific work, leading to sense of place; and
during the performance, leading to possible influence on audience relationships to
the site. The value of a choreographic practice can then be acknowledged in the
consideration of differing perceptions to facilitate embodied experiences.
Through interviewing choreographers, this investigation will demonstrate personal
experiences and perceptions of creating direct and long-term relationships with a
site. This will consider how an embodied approach contributes to challenging
audience sensitivity to place, and how this differs or concurs when the
choreographer’s influence is informed by contrasting perceptions. Through utilising
the Model of Influence, the analysed findings in Chapter 3 may effectuate an
understanding of the significance of sense of place within choreographic practices
and impact on audience awareness.
The enquiry so far has put the research question and related issues into context. As
a coherent means to explore numerous factors contributing to site-specific dance
performance, the discussion and reflection honours the complexity of the practice
(Munjee 131). This is acknowledged through consideration of the choreographer’s
mind-body relationship, affecting how they construct the space which is to become
the performance site. The triad of interconnectivity implied by theoretical models
(MacBean 97) further demonstrates sense of place experienced by the practitioner
may affect audience experience. Concepts of constructing space, perceptual
processes, mind-body lived experience, eco-somatics, and creation of a
choreographer-site relationship, have been defined to be able to discuss the
research findings in the following chapters. The following chapter will present the
research findings in light of phenomenological insights to offer holistic appreciation of
a choreographer’s site-specific dance practice.
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Chapter 2: Sensory Awareness and Personal Response
How can we “reconnect with a corporeal, embodied sense of ourselves as part of the
environment in order to create site-specific performance?” (Reeve “Moving” 210).
Further to this question asked by Reeve, this chapter introduces primary research on
a site-specific choreographer’s sensory awareness and personal response to a
location, and indicates how sense of place can be achieved to influence an
audiences’ engagement with a site. The enquiry will present the findings in light of
the chosen parameters utilising a phenomenological framework, and provide an
explanation and rationale for the chosen research design. To illustrate the findings,
examples from current literature, selected interview data and choreographed works
referred to by the interviewees will be examined.
The primary research consisted of three transcribed interviews to collect data,
classified as qualitative in its aims to generate “discovery, insight and understanding
from the perspectives of those being studied” as opposed to testing hypotheses
(Merriam 1). This method provides an “‘authentic’ understanding of people’s
experiences” (Silverman 10) and demonstrates consistency in the basic
phenomenological concepts. Semi-structured interviews involving nine main
questions (Appendix A) allowed an effectual response to the participants’
experiences in adapting sequence, wording and content (Cohen, Manion, and
Morrison 415). The questions were not directive, with open-ended answers to place
emphasis on the interviewee elaborating key points of interest (Denscombe 204;
Wisker 133).The interviews were conducted with current site-specific
choreographers: Marylee Hardenberg (interviewee 1), director of Global Site
Performance; Bethan Peters (interviewee 2), practitioner at Trinity Laban
Conservatoire of Music and Dance; and Leah Stein (interviewee 3), artistic director
of Leah Stein Dance Company. All three practitioners are involved with current
research generated within the field of site-specific dance, and were selected for their
unique insight into the topic. The emphasis of the qualitative research is placed on
the exclusive distinctiveness of the individuals, seeking to explore the particular
group under study, and not to generalise (Cohen, Manion and Morrison 223). The
outcome intended to “describe multiple realities, develop understanding and
generate theory” (Hanstein 45) of the current perspective of practitioners involved in
environmentally informed site-specific dance.
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Qualitative research was most appropriate for the research design. Defined as an
interpretative study of a specified issue “in which the researcher is central to the
sense that is made” (Banister et al. 2), suitable for this investigation in light of
articulating a choreographer’s discourse. When examining site-specific work in
relation to sense of place, the notion that choreographers are able to establish their
own rules of engagement is considered (Kennedy 69). This essential role of
interpretation is identified as a process that continues as our relation to the world
changes (Banister et al. 3), such as that between choreographer and site. This
establishes the investigation’s intention to highlight “key issues that surround the
different critical approaches and aims to explore questions as opposed to offering
firm conclusions” (Kennedy 64). With the diversity of subjective perspectives and
relationships acknowledged in Chapter 1, a qualitative research design allowed for
this intention to be realised, rather than a quantitative methodology that forecasts an
outcome (Denscombe 265).
Consent forms (Appendix E) were provided, requesting permission from the
interviewees to participate in the research. This adhered to the Ethical Guidelines for
Educational Research 2018 by the British Educational Research Association
(BERA), and outlined the investigation and type of data collected. Anonymity was
guaranteed if participants wished to remain so and the right to withdraw. The
interviewer remained sensitive to the feelings of the participant and was nonjudgemental in relation to topics covered (Denscombe 211-212). In addition to being
of importance for research ethics, this is valuable when utilising a phenomenological
framework to accept multiple experiences and realities (140). Legalities on storing
data obtained from the research were considered. The Data Protection Act 1998
outlines that data should be stored for no longer than necessary, and therefore will
be deleted following the research. Incentives were not used to encourage
participation.
All of the interviews were conducted through Skype due to the varying locations of
the participants and time differences. Webcam and communication software allowed
the interviews to take place in real time and include visual contact between the
interviewer and the interviewee (Denscombe 216). A potential limitation of this
method is that the respondent is more “‘remote’ and distant,” both physically and
psychologically (217), which may affect interpretations and reactive interactions
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experienced by the researcher (Cohen, Manion and Morrison 427). Another apparent
limitation was time delay between the questions and answers (Denscombe 218).
This caused occasional miscommunication, possibly effecting the information
provided by the respondent, which was taken into consideration when analysing the
findings. The data was transcribed from video recordings, including pauses, gestures
and body language (King and Horrocks 145-146), which are recognised as important
aspects when utilising a phenomenological framework to understand and reveal
nuanced interpretations. These are presented in the appendices (B, C, and D).
The interviews aimed to collectively develop an understanding of the potential of sitespecific choreographic practices to challenge the understanding and sensitivity of
place. The structure was designed to be intersubjective, responding to particularities
of each encounter (King and Horrocks 212), and enable discussion of individual
interpretations (Cohen, Manion and Morrison 409). The opening question (Appendix
A 1) provided background information of current work to inform the main body of the
interview, which discussed in-depth and specific information (J. Davies 131). This
semi-structure allowed emphasis on how the interviewees interpreted their
experiences (King and Horrocks 182), with flexible open-ended questions, such as
“What value do you place on using site-specific dance?” (Appendix A 6), to enable a
depth of understanding (Cohen, Manion and Morrison 416). Occasionally, probing
questions were asked to encourage a fuller response (J. Davies 139), such as
Appendix D 5. When considering the findings, the question “What does the term
“sense of place” mean?” proved to be fundamental for future data analysis (Appendix
A 2). Recurring themes have been identified (King and Horrocks 149), indicative of a
differentiation between the initial sensory connections to a site and the embodied
experiences evident in the presentation of a work.
Within these parameters, a phenomenological approach will offer a methodological
framework for analysis, with reference to eco-somatics to consider an ecological
perspective. Suitable for the investigation, it allows the complexity of the topic to be
dealt with whilst remaining accessible and interesting to a wide range of readers
(Denscombe 145). Phenomenology is claimed to be concerned with descriptions of
existence (Sheets-Johnstone 8), aiming to uncover and describe what is most
obvious, however hidden or assumed in our perception (Fraleigh “Witnessing” 1945). French phenomenologist Merleau-Ponty further describes this “perception” as
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“unity of the senses through the body” (242) experienced in a particular place (213)
linking to the mind-body connection with a site introduced in the previous chapter.
Merleau-Ponty asserts that the body, hence the lived experience, functions as the
“general instrument” (244) to re-establish connection with the world (213). The
framework was selected for the phenomenological nature of the interview questions
such as, “How important is your own sensory awareness?” (Appendix A 4).
Furthermore, phenomenology has been utilised for several site-specific dance
investigations, such as Hunter’s Beneath (2004). This discusses the relationship of
dance embodiment informed by the phenomenological interaction with the genius
loci at a site-specific location (“Embodying” 95). While the purpose of this enquiry is
to examine the significance of choreographic practices on influencing relationships to
a site, the evaluation of factors informing this are highly subjective and therefore
should be considered from multiple practitioners’ perspectives.
As discussed in Chapter 1, there is an argument for the lived experience to be an
immediate encounter (Sheets-Johnstone 2) with “place meaning” established within
one’s immediate perceivable environment (Raymond at al. 7). In association with the
direct experience of eco-somatics, it is distinguished from an evolving mind-body
connection to place that develops from continuous conscious engagement with a
site, considered as a bodily process (Hunter “Embodying” 95). This distinction can be
applied to the emerging discussion on the initial immediate relationships to place and
the evolved embodied experiences, as identified in the range of choreographic
practices evident in the data collected. Both interpretations will function as a
methodological framework to the structure and analysis of the research findings.
Immediate Sensory Experience vs. Evolved Embodied Experience
The fusion of soul and body, the sublimation of biological existence in
personal existence and of the natural world in the cultural world, is
simultaneously rendered possible and precarious by the temporal structure of
our experience. (Merleau-Ponty 87)
Merleau-Ponty identifies this complete sensory bodily experience as temporary,
dependent upon the body’s present existence, thus establishing experiencing place
as an immediate encounter. This pertinent relationship was repeatedly referred to
during the interviews. The participants’ perception of sense of place included
connotations such as “sense of belonging”, “place making”, investment in a site, and
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finding re-connection and regeneration. These interpretations suggest embodied
practices of paying attention to their chosen site, involving not only the present, but
also acknowledging historical contributions (Fraleigh “Performing” 9). As Peters
questions her attraction to coastal locations, past connections have evolved to
develop a resonance that realises her definition of sense of place as a personal
response (Appendix C 2). Hardenberg equally agrees that a feeling of belonging
within a place can only be established with time (Appendix B 3). This exemplifies the
interdependent relationship between the site and choreographer established in
Chapter 1, of which Stein refers to in her understanding of sense of place: “an
awareness of the interrelationship and interdependency of myself and my
environment” (Appendix D 3).
However,

when

discussing

choreographic

practices

that

develop

sensory

relationships to locations, all interviewees agree on the undeniable importance of an
initial encounter. Additionally, Peters uses this idea of encountering an environment
in order to form her familiarisation with the site (Appendix C 3). This allows physical
movement to manifest in response to immediate perceptions, which Hardenberg
describes in her first rehearsal process with dancers to form direct interpretations of
the environment through the body (Appendix B 4). Choreographer Ann Carlson is in
agreement, acknowledging the body as the first site of creation (112). In addition to
kinaesthetic responses, overall sensory experience of a site is acknowledged in
Stein’s practice of Deep Listening, established by composer Pauline Oliveros in
1988. Described as a way of listening that cultivates a heightened awareness of the
sonic environment, this can include bodywork and interactive performance (“Mission
Statement”). For Stein, it is explored within her practice of improvisation to offer a
holistic “tuning” of the senses to become fully aware of the site through use of the
whole body (Appendix D 5). This practice has similar references to sense of place as
described in Chapter 1, encompassing an attachment and meaning that forms
through a human connection to a place. These considerations further affiliate with
Merleau-Ponty’s suggestion of the sensory bodily experience as a present
occurrence. Thus, immediate connections to a site are important to the perceptions
that influence the choreographic work being created.
Interestingly, spending time in the site as part of the choreographic process is
described as a kinaesthetic experience by all interviewees. Peters argues that the
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acclimatisation which comes with physically responding to an environment needs to
occur before the process of choreographing a work can begin (Appendix C 3). There
is a requirement of the minded-body to respond honestly to the site being
experienced by the choreographer (Hunter “Embodying” 104). These initial
encounters were discussed as aligning with an eco-somatic viewpoint of the body.
Experiencing a certain time and space to manifest movement can evoke multiple,
immediate sensed interpretations (Reeve “Nine” 16). Similarity lies in Hardenberg’s
response to the importance of sensory awareness within her practice: “every single
piece of information you receive about the world comes curtesy of your body”
(Appendix B 5). Although Hardenberg argues dance as an art form is mainly visual,
in choreographing through sensory and perceptual feedback received from an
environment, specific responses beyond the visual are produced (Brown 72). Reeve
further identifies that a kinaesthetic perception in response to a place supports an
attitude of participation and co-creation (“Nine” 22), which confirms Peter’s
suggestion of physically engaging with a space in order to create a personal place
that has a choreographic relation, thus forming her sense of place (Appendix C 3).
Conversely, this process of acclimatisation to become familiar with a site could be
viewed as an evolving experience. This can be identified in Hardenberg’s practice of
“commitment” to a site, as she exemplifies:
“site, I’m going to come to you every day for 30 days, at different times of day,
any kind of weather, and I’m just going to be with you, and I’m going to ask
you, the site, to yield any secrets you have” […] I remember at some sites it’s
not until the 22nd day where, “Oh, there is this really obvious connection
between this floor and that floor that I didn’t see before.” (Appendix B 4)
Although direct perceptions may be formed on each day of her experiences,
Hardenberg touches upon an embodied approach, through awareness, exploration
and enlivening the senses in the site. This accords with Reeve’s description of “an
ecological body as a ‘body-in-movement-in-a-changing-environment’” (“Nine” 48).
Although she is experiencing the same site, the changes identified by the senses
denote an evolving perception. The mind-body connection is established by the
meaning attributed to the movements experienced by the body through the
interpretation of the mind (16). Moreover, Peters coincides her kinaesthetic
experiences with spending prolonged time at a site, drawing upon sensory
perceptions, such as light, temperature and texture (Appendix C 3; 4). This
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phenomenological interaction with place informs an evolved embodied practice
(Hunter “Embodying” 95) to create a heighted awareness of the site (Dillon).
However, when asked directly if the interviewees’ work responds to immediate or
evolving perceptions, there is some inconsistency. Hardenberg is definite in her
response that her perceptions of a site change (Appendix B 6). Although she
acknowledges experience of immediate impressions, she states that her relationship
to a site “deepens” (Appendix B 6), as supported by her practice of “commitment”
described above. Creating a structure also enhances this relationship, to “define the
dancer’s relationship to the site” and establish a structure for the audience to attend
to (Appendix B 4). In Hardenberg’s filmed work Riverbody (2017), the structure was
unusually determined by cameras placed on the three dancers’ chest, wrist and foot
(Appendix B 1). This formed both immediate and evolved perceptions of the bridge
as the site, and was reflected in the audience response. Through the film, the
viewers can respond immediately to the new perspective of being able to “see the
dancers in situ” (Appendix B 2). But in support of Hardenberg’s argument of a
deepening relationship, this structure allowed time for the viewer to “let the
environment sink in” (Appendix B 2), reflecting her own process of working at a site.
This further justifies her suggestion of the requirement of time to create sense of
place within her practice. The outcome of the viewer’s perspective turns the site into
a space of lived sensory experience (Raymond, Kyttä and Stedman 4).
In contrast, Peters is unsure of the influence of changes in her perception. She
argues that an immediate experience that fosters a personal connection or
connotation can be “rich in itself” as a response in her work (Appendix C 6). However
in agreement with Hardenberg, Peters recognises that a natural evolvement in
perception often occurs. Particularly in external environments, this noticed
changeability leads to the questions:
How does it change? […] How does that affect our relationship to that place,
and our sense of our perception of how we engage with that place? Is it
affecting change for creatures that quite like habit and routine? […] dramatic
shifts in changes - that […] has a big impact on what we do for me. (Appendix
C 6)
These inquiries question the choreographer-site relationship concerning changes in
perceptions that occur when a choreographer engages in depth with the location.
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Stein partly answers this in her suggestion of a dialogue that combines immediate
and evolving perceptions, creating “layers” in her experiences of the site (Appendix
D 7). This is explored further as she describes her work Bellow Falls (2015).
Immediacy in sensory experiences is emphasised with light, temperature and sounds
that permeated the space, as shown in Figure 3. Stein’s immediate response to the
natural light began through her improvisation practice to create a kinaesthetic
experience that responded to the present moment. In alignment with eco-somatics,
there is an intersection of human activity and the sensory body, and the environment
within which that activity takes place (Kenney and Holmes 32), further establishing
the importance of present sensory occurrences.

Fig. 3. “Bellow Falls (2015-16)”, 2016, Bartmann, Michael.
Additionally, historical connections can also be of influence, which Stein separates
from the immediate and evolving to suggest three “layers” of influence. She applies
this distinction through questioning, “What is my body feeling that might be
historical?” and “What evolves over time that is very lasting?” (Appendix D 7).
Acknowledging the difficulty of separating the two sensitivities, it is evidenced in
Bellow Falls through the historical associations intertwined with the evolving
improvisational process Stein established. This kinaesthetic practice implies a similar
immediacy of response that Hardenberg and Peters acknowledged. However, it
provides an alternative view of less distinction between the immediate and the
evolved, with these historic influences of the mind interpreted by the body. This is
supported by Hunter who suggests a lived experience of place can be informed by
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the individuals’ present awareness in the space combined with past experiences
(“Embodying” 98). Thus, a developed embodied mind-body connection present
within a choreographer’s practice is less distinguished from the immediate
experience than initially suggested, with historical readings of the site extending the
possibilities for embodiment (Munjee 131).
In considering the importance of sensory awareness and personal response, the
intended outcome for the audience is addressed. When viewing a site-specific work,
it is likely that the audience will perceive the location in its immediacy and engage in
the dance as it is happening (Sheets-Johnstone 1). This is reflected in Stein’s
intended outcome of her work to call “attention to things, but that develops out of
being really present” (Appendix D 12). Her own instant perception of the site is
drawn upon to correspond to elements within the environment to engage an
audience’s awareness of place, such as the examples of colours and sounds
highlighted (Appendix D 12). Peters agrees that a sensory experience creates an
increased immersion within a space (Appendix C 7). This was paramount in her work
We May Be Some Time (2016), where the audience was given agency to move and
explore new viewpoints. Again, a kinaesthetic response is drawn upon in order to
create an immediate active experience for the viewer, which Hardenberg describes
as an experience of infiltration (Appendix B 7). As associate director of artistresearch group Wrights and Sites Eileen Dillon states, “Movement that is borne out
of a sensory response to an environment draws an audience’s attention as much to
the environment as to the performer.” However, as suggested in Riverbody,
providing the viewer with time to establish a connection to a place may create
changes in perception. This influential line of the choreographer is evidenced within
the audience experience, establishing the triad of interconnectivity (MacBean 97)
identified in Chapter 1. This will be fully explored in Chapter 3 in light of Hunter’s
Model of Influence and in relation to the phenomenological insights of the immediate
and evolved choreographic perceptions.
Although the concept of the lived experience distinguishes between the “perceived
object” and the “perceiving subject” (Merleau-Ponty 53), which in this case is the site
and the choreographer, an interrelationship between body and place is fostered with
a heightened awareness of the body perceiving its environment (Adams 71).
Ultimately, phenomenological understanding pursues the idea that movement can
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evoke multiple and immediate sensed interpretations of space (Reeve “Nine” 16).
Relating to the immediate-evolved-discussion, both perceptions complement each
other to shape a choreographer’s relationship to their site. As Stein suggests,
“movement activates place” (Appendix D 14), which Hardenberg realised in the
performance of her work Solstice Falls on Friday (1985): “the dance was channelled
for attention to the environment” (Appendix B 8). Specifically, physical engagement
increases a choreographer’s sensory awareness of a site, thus developing sense of
place, which infiltrates their practice and the final dance created to transform
audience engagement. As Peters reinforces, when a work is attached to an
environment, even if perceptions change, sensory experiences illuminate a
“narrative” of the site to inform her practice (Appendix C 5).
In conclusion, sensory awareness and personal response bring distinctive qualities
to a choreographer’s site-specific practice. The presentation of findings illustrate that
these perceptions can be separated into immediate and evolved experiences. In light
of a phenomenological lived bodily experience, both perspectives are interrelated. A
qualitative research design allowed discussion of multiple viewpoints, demonstrating
that the influence of sense of place varies depending on a choreographer’s
perspective. While the temporary state of a sensory eco-somatic approach is
valuable, recognising evolving perceptions develops a deepening awareness.
However, the immediate-evolved-relationship is less distinguishable than initially
suggested through revealed historical prominences, with both perceptions equally
important in order to create an embodied understanding of a site. The next chapter
will relate concepts from Chapter 1 to the presented findings in this chapter to further
the significance of perceived sense of place within a choreographic practice to
influence audience attention towards a site.
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Chapter 3: The Influential Line of the Site-Specific Choreographer
In accordance with the previous chapter, the presented findings will now be analysed
in light of the identified concepts outlined in Chapter 1. This will consider
perspectives on sensory awareness, the mind-body lived experience, sense of place,
and the choreographer-site relationship, with implications of the triad of
interconnectivity established. These will be discussed to reveal the significance of a
choreographer’s influence in achieving increased audience attention towards a site.
With the structure being aligned with the phenomenological research approach and
Hunter’s Model of Influence, with insights of Soja’s Thirdspace, the perspectives of
both immediate and evolved experiences are taken into account, with differentiation
between choreographic practice and the end performance.
Chapter 1 initiated an exploration into the choreographer-site relationship,
introducing varying sensory perceptions that influence a choreographer’s sense of
place. However in the course of this enquiry, it became more apparent that this
sensitivity towards place is highly subjective and profoundly significant within a
practice of deepening a relation to a site. Interestingly, Peters shared her
perspective: “sense of place is very personal, very individual for each of us – that
thing that you can’t describe about why you resonate with a certain place” (Appendix
C 2). This statement is connected to pertinent concepts: the recurring theme that
sense of place is denoted by perception and the mind-body lived experience. Thus,
these factors are embedded within site-specific choreographic practice, stimulating
further discussion of their significance during audience interaction of a site-work.
Exploration of site-specific definitions established the interdependence between site
and choreographer. A construction of space dominated by the personal and the
social informs the interpretation and processes of “experiencing”, outlined in the first
stage in the Model of Influence, denoted as Site (Hunter “Experiencing” 36-7).
Although both constructions enlighten each other, it is largely a personal response
that develops from an initial encounter with a site, which all interviewees agreed on.
The mind-body responds to “the meeting, with changes in pulse, sensation, breath,
thought and feeling,” extending to include the relationship with the whole
environment, which evokes kinaesthetic reactions (Meehan 40). Although argued
that this process is complicated by perceptions of a range of viewpoints (40), an
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active engagement emerges from the multi-sensory experience. Research artist
Suze Adams offers an alternative to sense of place established by sensory
interaction. She describes this as a “dwelling”: an engagement with specific
landscape locations where new understandings of the interrelationship between self
and place can be explored and challenged through direct engagement with the
immediate environment (75). In agreement with sense of place as “an awareness of
the interrelationship and interdependency of myself and my environment,” as
suggested by Stein (Appendix D 3), the personal response constructs the
choreographic space. In light of the “dwelling body”, the site itself is also
reconfigured, determined by a choreographer’s sensory experiences and
subsequent embodied engagement that unfolds within their work. There is
indistinctness between place and self (79). Albeit this interrelationship is complex, a
situated practice enables the body to respond to the immediacy of the landscape
encounter, with potential for expansion of awareness and development of a bodily
intelligence (76).
This is an issue directly pertinent to the initial responses discussed by the
interviewees, none more so than Stein’s improvisation practice. When considering
“what is my body feeling that is immediate?” Stein describes the process of the
body’s own physicality, “our bodies as site” (Appendix D 7), which Peters further
supports in describing contact improvisation to develop a sensory awareness
(Appendix C 5). The conceptual dialogue referred to in Chapter 1 is effectuated in
improvisation accepted as a discipline of spontaneity and awareness; “the content of
the work is the content of the present” (Steinman 78). When defining site,
archaeologists Mike Pearson and Michael Shanks emphasise that site is as much
temporal as a spatial concept (55). This state of being in the moment is generated in
the improvisational state of readiness without expectation, fundamental to the
dialogue between body and place (Woods 65) and the site-specific choreographic
aim to construct a personal space.
Acknowledged in the choreographer-site relationships confirmed by the interviewees,
Pearson and Shanks further argue that there is a “multidimensional temporality of
memory, event and narrative” at a site (55). Effectuated by the three layers of
influence established by Stein (Appendix D 7) and the kinaesthetic implementation
acknowledged by Hardenberg and Peters, the choreographer’s emerging work
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develops by constant referral to and inclusion of the site-stimuli invoked in the
experiencing process (Hunter “Embodying” 105). This is exemplified in Peters’
experience of a choreographic Arctic residency, where the changeability of the site
affected her psychological, emotional and physical responses to the environment
(Appendix C 6). In accordance with the immediate-evolved-discussion in Chapter 2,
multi-sensory knowledge of the experiential landscape merges in embodied practice
with conceptual understandings (Adams 82). Moreover, Peters questions the
changeability of perception, affecting her choreographic engagement with a place
(Appendix C 6). This introduces evaluation of the new space suggested by the Model
of Influence (see Figure 2). Created as of a unique construction of space, changing
perceptions can be valued as the site becomes reconfigured during the Site and
Product stages of the model. Both contribute to its creation, offering further insight
into the changeability of perceptions and their impact throughout the creation and
performance of a work.
As asserted previously, the site offers a multitude of visual, spatial, historical and
factual information for the choreographer. However, it is only through bodily
interaction and intervention that the lived experience is revealed (Hunter
“Embodying” 101). Having discussed that immediate and evolved perspectives are
complimentary to the holistic lived experience, the interrelationship of
choreographer-site can be viewed as suggested by geographer Edward Casey:
When I inhabit a place […] first in my body as it holds onto the place by
various sensory and kinaesthetic means, then in my memory as I “hold it in
my mind.” […] holding onto a place so as to prolong what I experience beyond
the present moment. In this way, place and self actively collude. (687)
Kinaesthetic importance is highlighted to elicit an eco-somatic mode of attention to
create a sense of place. A “third space” is established where interrelations between
“self and other” offer subtle shifts in the individual’s perspective (Brown 28), in this
case the choreographer and site. Soja maintains Thirdspace is as much a spatial
lived experience as social and historical (Casey 687). Undeviating from the Model of
Influence, a new space created from the choreographic practice is evidenced within
Thirdspace analysis, encompassing the complexity of perspectives informing the
choreographer and their processes of experiencing to create site work. The
quotation of Stein previously mentioned is additionally supported, using the
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choreographer’s sense of place to create the dynamic experience of perceiving and
sensory awareness she suggests (Appendix D 10). As analysed in Chapter 1 in
relation to the model, this expands the establishment of the choreographer’s line of
influence beyond an intermediary role, with significance of a sensory third space
between choreographer and site prominent during initial stages of generating work.
In recognition of the triad of interconnectivity, the creation of sense of place is
challenged as the choreographer’s line of influence progresses from processes of
experiencing to the product of site-specific performance. Although not explicit in the
Model of Influence, constructing space and the devising process can be
differentiated from the site-specific performance, which audiences’ perspectives
inform. Hunter suggests during the devising process with dancers, the exchange
between choreographer and site creates a temporary new space (“Experiencing”
37). Again, temporality is implied. For individuals who physically explore and engage
with this type of work, the practice may invoke a heightened sense of presence
(Hunter “Dancing” 308), essential for the receptive interrelationship to be realised
within the present occurrence. Conversely, all interviewees agree that experiences
inform embodied approaches, as discussed in Chapter 2, with “different layers of
encounter” allowing the choreographic practice to explore the knowledge of the
environment (Appendix C 11). Similarly to Peters, Hardenberg states “wherever our
bodies have been, we hold that knowledge” (Appendix B 10), advocating
experiences of a site will inform the site-specific performance and audience reading,
further supported by the immediate-evolved-discussion. Adams’ practice recognises
this, affirming the culmination of a range of responses to the experiential landscape
has the potential to inform and transform practice (77). The significance of the
culminated embodied experience is realised in the final performance, and an
additional new space created, infiltrating audience experience.
Although this new space is not necessarily separate from that created by
choreographic processes of experiencing, distinguishing the two for the purpose of
this investigation is valid. An understanding of the choreographer’s influence upon
audience engagement can be seen from this perspective. Within the Model of
Influence, the active role of the audience is acknowledged in the reading and
interpretative process. In contrast to the temporary new space Hunter previously
suggested, the audience process is proposed as one which may carry resonances of
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the performance after the event, serving to “re-inscribe” the original space
(“Experiencing” 37). Hence acknowledgement in Chapter 2 of this intention for
audience experience, as stated by Dillon and evidenced in Hardenberg’s Riverbody.
Significance of a choreographer’s sense of place on enduring audience attention
requires further consideration.
Interestingly, all interviewees agree on their aim of long-term attention towards a site,
as Stein exemplifies:
I want to activate and illuminate and invite the audience to be part of a very
dynamic experience, even if it is quiet. It’s a sense of awareness and
perceiving, inviting people to really have a different way of experiencing
themselves in their surroundings that is lasting. That so when they come back
to this location, they have a memory. (Appendix D 10)
Audiences are invited to witness results of embodying site qualities (Stewart Qtd. in
Sarco-Thomas 345). The devising process in Hunter’s model directly determines
audience interaction with the site. Thus, the interrelationship between choreographer
and site, and subsequent new space created, is influential in the stated aim for a
piece. For Stein, asking the audience to move or “shift their focus” is inherent in the
intention for her work as quoted above (Appendix D 9). She describes an immersive
experience: “the audience has agency and can move on their own,” evidenced in
Bellow Falls; the audience rotated 360 degrees during the piece to maintain a
constantly changing perspective (Appendix D 9). Natalie Gainer’s review describes
the audience immersion before entering the main site, which immediately captivated
“by this bold beginning to the performance; our attention was focused and our
curiosity aroused as we were led into the Iron Factory.” A sense of challenging
perception is illustrated by becoming active participants. Critic Camille LeFevre
summarises, audiences become “participant observers” towards an embodiment of
the site’s cultural knowledge through the choreographer’s attention to and
interpretation of the site. The research findings present the audience as an important
consideration for the choreographer, not simply as observers, but part of the site.
Conformably, Peters identifies this immersive experience as active by creating a
sensory space that was denoted by audience autonomy. From an eco-somatic
viewpoint, an accumulating relationship between oneself, others and the world
develops an embodied experience (Nelson 19), supporting Adam’s claim that multi29
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sensory experience and meaning emerge via active engagement (73). Both
Hardenberg and Stein distinguish an “infiltration” of audience with performers, as
evidenced in Twyla Tharp’s site-specific work Medley (1969): “performers emerge
from the audience and into complex, choreographed formations […] There is no
designated seating for the audience and performers wear everyday clothing while
executing pedestrian actions, blurring the lines between audience and performers.”
This reinforces the triad of interconnectivity established in Chapter 1. To consider
changes of association between choreographer, participants and site is overly
complex for the scale of this investigation. However, recognising how the audience is
directed to encounter the site is relevant to the choreographer’s influence on this
experience. The kinaesthetic interaction that develops the lived experience is
expanded by a phenomenological exchange between site, choreographer,
performer, performance and audience, acknowledging the multitude of
interdependent relationships that form during the audience interaction in the end
performance.
Moreover, in light of the immediate-evolved-discussion in Chapter 2, it was proposed
by all interviewees that time is important to develop sense of place. In consideration
of the Product stage in the Model of Influence, spending prolonged time in a site is
unlikely for an audience experiencing a site as an immediate, temporary state during
a performance. Arguably, the audience experiences an eco-somatic exchange with
the space through the encouragement of direct sensory perception. From Peters’
own kinetic experience, she finds an audience physically engaging in the space
allows them to be “more invested in a piece” (Appendix C 7). Rather than achieving
a lived experience as a choreographer is able to do so during the beginning Site
stage of the model, the immediacy of audience experience reduces the significance
of the discussed aim, as agreed by the interviewees, of long-term influence.
However, Hardenberg suggests an audience lived experience can be achieved
through providing time to let their environment “sink in” (Appendix B 2), echoing the
words of Casey “to prolong what I experience beyond the present moment” (687). In
her filmed work Riverbody, this “bowl of time” is created through the audience
visually observing the work. Further to visual observation, multi-sensory experience
is evidenced in immersive works that aim to create “a construction” of the audience
surrounding the dancers (Appendix B 2), incorporating kinaesthetic responses to
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focus attention on site-relationships presented. Stein expands upon this prolonging
of the experience to develop audience connection beyond the present moment,
towards their personal relation: “people remember what is happening in their lives,
how that was resonant for them when they were witnessing or being a part of that
performance” (Appendix D 10). This is conceived in her devising process through
research into those connected to the location, considering landscape and individuals
in a collaborative context (Appendix D 10; Stein 155). Peters also identifies this in
her creation process of Who is the Land, valuing the local people’s relationships to
four locations and engaging them in the site-work (Appendix C 4). Acknowledging
that audience members may bring presupposed ideas to a place suggests their
reading of the performance will be influenced by these factors, affecting artistic
appreciation (Munjee 131). Nevertheless, this may increase audience attention
towards a site as the greater the prior experience or familiarity is, the deeper the
strength of potential embodiment (Rubidge 10). The importance of the three layers of
influence within the choreographic practice is further advocated to impact the
audience lived experience to extend beyond the immediate and into the long-term.
All interviewees substantiate this with experience of similar audience responses: “I
will always look at that place in a new way” (Appendices B 9; C 9; D 10). This
effectuates perception of the landscape is affected by memories of past encounters
(Adams 79).
Application of the model of Thirdspace enhances this understanding. Encouraging
multiple audience readings, there is a plurality of spacial understandings which
extends social and historical readings of the site (Munjee 131). This requires valuing
site-specific performance as a comprehensive total experience. Perceived,
Conceived and Lived Space are individual components of the Trialectics of
Spatiality, embedded within Soja’s Thirdspace (135). All are relevant to the
investigation, however Conceived and Perceived components offer different
conceptions of spatiality in relation to choreographer and audience influences. The
Conceived Space examines subjective perceptions regarding sites and the ways in
which people inhabit them (133); hence applied to choreographic perceptions aiming
to construct personal and socially informed space. The immediate, embodied and
historical influence the Conceived Space, relating to how one is situated within a site
(133), thus impacting Perceived Space, which encompasses the physical space. The
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perceived multiple choreographer-site relations affecting the space alter audience
experience when encouraging an active involvement and appreciation of sensory
experiences. As Katerina Somdahl affirms, a performance is able to change the
sense of place of the site (1). This clarifies the singular new space suggested in the
Model of Influence, whereby the devised process and audience reading are
inextricably linked to re-construct the existing space as a viewer perceives it.
Attempting to create a lived experience, Casey summarises “we live out our bodily
habitudes in relation to the changing spatiality of the scenes we successively
encounter” (687). Application of the Trialectics of Spatiality indicates a process of defamiliarisation and re-contextualisation whereby both the choreographer and
audience experiences are informed and culminated by one another.
Nevertheless, a performance is ephemeral in nature. The desired outcome of longterm attention towards a site is achieved in the immediacy of the performance, where
the third space between place and self is embedded within audience experience.
Fraleigh implies a viewer’s presence is envisioned through the direct lived
experience by a present-centred performance (“Dance” 15), concluding sense of
place being in part formed from the individual and their occurring interactions
(Massey 168). This is exemplified in Stein’s Groundworks (2018):
we began the piece in a space a little bit further from the sculptures, on a hill
with a tree, and […] what I wanted to do with this progression […] was create
a […] sense that we are connected to our environment […] people really
responded to different aspects of the work with the sculptures. But some
people also talked about the space between, of the travelling through the
landscape, from the hill to the sculpture […]
I wanted people to move around the sculpture on their own, but […] they
really just wanted to watch from one perspective. I felt that too. I came upon it
as an audience member during the performances and I thought, “I just want to
be right here.” (Appendix D 1; 9)
This illustrates an eco-somatic approach was intended to capture audience attention;
movement allowing sensory experience and response during the situation (Reeve
“Nine” 22). A Lived Space, which specifically addresses bodily action (Munjee 133),
is indicated: travelling between the sculptures, the audience is part of the
choreographed movement, gaining heightened awareness through their own
movements. The corporeality of moving bodies enacts Lived Space (135).
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However, this active participation is challenged by the audience perspective which
Stein notes as a result of allowing audience autonomy. In viewing the siteperformance from one perspective, it could be argued that a passive experience was
prevalent. Regardless, Casey affirms the lived experience can be found in both
active and passive states (687). As displayed in Groundworks, the audience
responds to changes in action as part of the performance. They are valued as active
in their experience through the choreographer establishing their own rules of
engagement (Kennedy 69-70). Simultaneously in the itinerant event, Conceived and
Perceived Space formulate new readings of the site, achieving a new space to
include both choreographer and audience members’ sense of place.
The analysed findings reveal a structure in the creation of site-specific work: from
choreographer-led early stages, to the collaborative middle stages involving the
performers, through to the final audience and performance interface (Hunter
“Embodying” 95), with creation of new space interspersed to evidence sense of
place for both choreographer and audience. The phenomenological approach seeks
to qualify the long-term, embodied relationship between individual and site, through
the lived experience. However the sense of place perspective is not solely focused
on one person, as argued by Raymond et al. It is the holistic approach of the shared
experience of individuals (4), evidenced in the construction and performance of a
site-specific work.
To conclude, the chosen concepts facilitated an extensive discourse of the research
findings. The phenomenological approach allowed analysis of different perspectives
of the interrelationship between choreographer and site, including the temporary
nature of encounter both during choreographic practice and audience experience of
the performance. Consideration of the immediate, embodied and historical layers
present at a site demonstrated the complexity of sensory awareness in the
choreographer’s construction of a personal space. Trialectics of Spatiality offered a
re-contextualisation of space in both the Site and Product stages of the Model of
Influence, distinguishing between the new space formed in choreographic practice
and the end performance. The significance of the choreographer’s influence is
evidenced throughout these stages. However, this differentiation was challenged by
consideration of audience’s relations, with notions of preconceived perceptions,
ephemeral experience, and their passive or active role, countering the significance of
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a choreographer’s sense of place. As suggested in Hunter’s model, a singular new
space, formed from both choreographer and audience, demonstrates the inextricable
link between the devising process and the end reading. This establishes the
integrated influence of choreographer, audience and site, as acknowledged in the
triad of interconnectivity. An achievement of audience sense of place is affirmed and
informed by the interdependent relationships present at a site-specific dance
performance.
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Conclusion
Despite little research articulating notions of site-specific space and choreographic
processes in depth, the preceding chapters achieved an inquiry into site-specific
choreographic practice and the infiltrated role of sensory experience. The research
questions and arising issues initiated the investigation into a choreographer’s
practice, revealing how sense of place is established within site-specific work.
Consideration given to the importance of perceptions of sensory awareness and
personal response informed the significance of a choreographer’s influence on
achieving increased audience attention towards a site. Furthermore, current
choreographers were selected to investigate, and compare and contrast
perspectives.
In Chapter 1, the research questions and related issues were put into context,
affirming the relevance of the chosen topic with an increase in studies promoting
human connection to the environment, stimulated by the climate change
phenomenon. Site-specific dance has the potential to not only engage the public with
an outdoor location, but also develop kinaesthetic and sensory responses that
propose to offer a “transpersonal experience” (Sarco-Thomas 345). In order to fulfil
this proposition, the consideration of personal and social construction of space
presented opportunity for choreographers to “re-inscribe” their chosen place (Hunter
“Experiencing” 34). This biases the suggestion that the choreographer’s sensory
perception of a site is paramount in their practice.
As a starting point for the investigation, sense of place was introduced as a broad
term to describe an attachment to a location (Raymond, Kyttä and Stedman 2). The
aim to investigate choreographic practice called into question the relationship
between choreographer and site, hence challenging ideology and perception. To
effectively evaluate how sense of place is established, sensory response, the
influence of mind-body connection, eco-somatics, perceptions of immediate and
long-term experiences, and MacBean’s triad of interconnectivity have all been
considered. The multitude of factors informing the creation of sense of place
established the choreographer-site relationship as an in-depth interdependence
upon one another.
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Chapter 2 presented the primary research conducted, revealing how a
choreographer’s “subjectivity and the context in which they experience a site may
impact upon their experience and perception” (Hunter “Experiencing” 26).
Phenomenological insights allowed the complexity of the topic to be addressed
(Denscombe 145) and provided an “‘authentic’ understanding of people’s
experiences” (Silverman 10). Regarding the analysed findings and lived experience,
in which there is a unity between mind and body (Fraleigh “Dance” 4) and a “unity of
the senses” (Merleau-Ponty 242), perception of one’s experience can be divided into
immediate and evolved, relevant to both the choreographer’s creation of sense of
place and influencing audience engagement. Although initial responses are
important in manifesting kinaesthetic reactions, processes of acclimatisation develop
the perceptions to become embodied, with the unanticipated consideration of past
experiences also prominent. Hence, the lived experience can be encountered
through the immediate and evolved perspectives, with less differentiation than
initially suggested, but both of equal importance.
In Chapter 3, the concepts explored in Chapter 1 were related to the findings to
comprehend their relevance, with consideration given to the research questions and
issues detected. Hunter’s Model of Influence provided a framework to reveal the
achievement of sense of place during both the process and product stages of the
model, concluding that a choreographer-site relationship is interdependent with the
layers of perceptions experienced: immediate, evolved and historical. It was found
that these perceptions influenced the triad of interconnectivity, in particular the
development of an active, immersive audience. Soja’s Thirdspace offered additional
insight into the new space suggested in the Model of Influence. Moreover, the
Trialectics of Spatiality presented the Perceived, Conceived and Lived Space as
influential on perception to achieve sense of space and increased audience attention
towards a site. This contributed to the discussion of issues identified within the
proposed new space, with consideration to its creation during the devising and
performing stages of a site-work as both distinguishable and inextricable. Lastly, it
has revealed that the ephemeral audience experience challenges the significance of
a choreographer’s sense of place to achieve long-term attention. Reconsidering a
singular new space created by the total site-specific work process affirmed that
sense of place perception develops from a shared holistic experience between the
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choreographer, site performance and viewers. This was exemplified by the
unequivocal findings.
In considering the developments resulting from this enquiry, it has successfully
examined the choreographer-site relationship to reveal different, but complimentary,
encounters of a site will influence the creation of sense of place. Interestingly, all
interviewees agreed on similar perspectives during the devising process of a work,
but contrasting arguments were brought forward in consideration of influence on
audience attention. Hunter’s Model of Influence was used unprecedentedly, with few
academic applications in existing research. This disclosed a re-contextualisation of
space, considering the new space formed as distinguishable between the devising
process and end performance, but also as indivisible as determined by the audience
experience. This has expanded Hunter’s presentation of the model beyond an
illustration of various approaches (“Experiencing” 25). Application of Thirdspace also
furthered understanding of Hunter’s proposed new space and its significance within
both choreographic and audience perceptions, concluding the lived experience to be
present.
Moreover, the investigation successfully conducted interviews through Skype to
provide insight into choreographers and their practice from a current global
perspective. Although this could have been a potential limitation due to minimal
literature commenting on using webcam and communication software, the presented
findings demonstrate that the research provided unique insight into authentic
experience, covering a complexity of multiple factors (Denscombe 140) and their
impact on choreographing site-specific dance. The effectual recording allowed a
phenomenological approach to be undertaken to analyse the findings. There have
been few academic studies analysing specific choreographers’ discourse in depth
(Hunter “Introduction” 2-3). Research undertaken with three practitioners allowed the
potential of understanding sense of place within site-specific dance to be obtained,
with the phenomenological methodology providing an insightful discourse. Alluding
to the specific works revealed by the choreographers offered a visualisation to
develop the discussion of the perspectives. However the scope of the study
prevented greater analysis of these works, which could extend the investigation
further.
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Nevertheless, the line of enquiry has some limitations. These were taken into
consideration when obtaining the research and the main sources of academic
studies to develop a holistic investigation into the multiple factors informing the topic.
As the research was conducted from a small number of interviewees, it is argued
that a universal conclusion is unlikely to be achieved due to a high degree of
personal interpretation and limited potential of being representative (King, Nigel and
Horrocks 210). The choreographers interviewed presented a Western perspective,
with insights from England and the United States of America. Further research may
consider choreographic perspectives from Eastern countries to offer a universal
understanding of how sense of place is experienced. Additionally, applying a large
range of theoretical concepts prevented examining these in considerable detail due
to the scope of the investigation. In particular, suggested further research includes
greater in depth study of the Trialectics of Spatiality in consideration of historical
influences upon choreographic perception in the creation of space and devising
processes.
The investigation was fundamentally focused on the perspective of the
choreographer in achieving a sense of place. Although the triad of interconnectivity
established the multiple interrelationships between the site, choreographer,
performers and audience, the Model of Influence provided an effective focus on the
influential line of the choreographer throughout the site-work process. An
investigation with a focus on audience experience will perhaps begin a wider
discussion regarding how a choreographer’s sense of place is translated through the
audience viewing of a performance. As Peters suggested, further understanding
would be gained from a long-term study on the achievement of increased attention
towards a specific place (Appendix C 10).
By means of prioritising the choreographer’s viewpoint, this study has placed the
site-specific dance context within research surrounding sense of place. The role of
sensory experiences, formed from both immediate and evolved perceived meanings,
contribute to its creation; the outcome being the joint product of attributes of the
environment and the attributes of the individual (Raymond, Kyttä and Stedman 8).
The interdependent relationship between choreographer and site that this presents
displays an influence on audience engagement at a site-specific performance; as
acknowledged through the lived experience, of which all three interviewees aim to
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achieve through actively immersing an audience in the site of performance. Sitespecific choreographer Cathy Turner presents an interesting statement
encompassing the sense of place perspective:
As a site-specific artist I want to present not a picture, but a frame. Rather
than simply “hold a mirror up to nature”, I want to invite the audience to step,
with the performers, through the looking glass into the reflected world and to
explore beyond the edges of that reflection.
An active, sensory audience experience has the potential to achieve a long-term
attention to a location, as informed by the choreographer’s own investigation into
their relationship with a site and the multiple factors it presents to develop their
interdependence.
Site-specific dance is part of a larger art form celebrating the kinaesthetic sensory
experience of the human body; an evolving future towards an enriched landscape for
choreographic practice and for audiences to encounter work (Siobhan Davies
Studios). The development of the understanding of sense of place within a sitespecific choreographer’s practice enlightens the possibility of achieving increased
attention towards a site. Through presenting a comprehensive understanding from a
choreographic perspective, it is hoped to inform future research into the practice and
encourage more awareness of site-specific dance experienced in an outdoor
location.
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Appendix A
Interview Questions
1. What was your most recent site-specific work, and can you tell me a little bit
about it?
Own perceptions:
2. What does the term “sense of place” mean to you?
3. Do you have any specific choreographic practices that develop your
relationship with a site?
4. How important is your own sensory awareness of a location within your
practice?
On facilitating audience engagement:
5. Do you encourage audience participation within your work?
6. What value do you place on using site-specific dance to encourage change in
an observer’s perception of a location?
7. In general, what kind of reactions and responses from audiences do you
experience?
8. Professor of arts activism Pamela Burnard states “Landscapes hold
knowledge. Humans embody knowledge” (Burnard et al. 129). What do you
think of this statement?
9. Any final comments?
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Appendix B
Interview Transcript: Marylee Hardenberg, 15.02.19
(Sitting at a table, Marylee Hardenberg (MH) is looking at me, or often to the side
and upwards, when thinking and answering. She is calm but energetic, using her
hands and upper body to gesture frequently, especially when emphasising certain
points. She speaks fairly slowly and very clearly. She often readjusts her sitting
position.)
1. PB: What was your most recent site-specific work, and can you tell me a
little bit about it?
MH: (Readjusts her position; looks down to think). So, what was my most recent sitespecific work? Ah, let me see. I actually created a video, a year and some ago,
which was with three dancers, with cameras on their bodies. One had a camera on
her wrist, and one on her chest, and one actually on her foot. The video had both
footage from the outside eye, but then also footage from their body cameras. So it
was different from my earlier works in that there was no live audience for the actual
performance because it was to end up as a video. Anyway, I was thrilled with the
video; it’s about 10 minutes long. It’s not on my personal Global Site Performance
website; it’s on a website called Mississippi Dances.
2. PB: Did that work aim to have a particular influence on the participants’
responses to the site? Perhaps, the dancers, and also the people
viewing the video?
MH: Yes. I would say all of my work is geared towards somehow changing people’s
hearts and minds about the environment they are performing in or that they are
watching. In this case, it was so different for me because I only had three dancers,
and in most of my work the audience is pretty far away from the performers. And, in
this case, the camera operators would come up really close. It was nice because the
audience who saw the video - I had a presentation of the video – people said, “Oh,
this gives me a whole new perspective of your work,” because usually the dancers
are these tiny, little people (gestures to indicate their size; laughs). They were used
to that, and so they said, “You can really see the dancers in situ,” you know, in a
much more close-up and personal way. The best thing I love about this work is it
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really gives the audience, I’m calling it a bowl of time (emphasises phrase). People
walk across the bridge, over the Mississippi river, but how often do they really just
stand and stop for half an hour, 40 minutes, and just take in (gestures to
surroundings) the river and the beauty of it. So I feel that is partly what performances
do - they just have a beginning, middle, and end, and the audience is outside, and
just absorbing. There is much more going on (big gesture with whole of arms); there
might be flock of geese overhead (…) so it is so different from inside a theatre.
Where you put the dancers, it focuses the eye of the audience. I love to have the
audience surrounded by dancers, on this roof, that roof, down below etc. (gestures to
each of these points). It creates this construction (gesture of wrists turning) for the
audience, and it gives them time to let the environment sink in. Right from the
beginning people said, “You know, I know your dance was 20 years ago but
whenever I drive over that bridge I still think about how your dancers looked, and the
dance forever changed how I see that site.”
3. PB: What does the term “sense of place” mean to you?
MH: I think that is a brilliant question (laughs)! Everybody will have a different answer
to this. (…) I’m going to say you need three elements for a sense of place. You need
the outdoor site, well you can have a sense of place in an indoor environment, but
let’s just stick with the outdoor environment for now. So, you need a specific place,
and you need a body (smiling), and you need a time. So you need a person, a place,
and a time. Somehow those three things, they combine (gestures a combining
action) to really connect you to a much bigger, more universal truth.
Sense of place, I would say, is mainly in our human experience. There is something
that happens on a body level where we feel (slows down to emphasise words)
connected to that outdoor space, and I think (…) a sense of belonging. To me, that is
the definition of a sense of place. There is a feeling of belonging to that place
(gestures with upper body). Having said that though, it’s like “Oh, I’m in a rubbish
dump,” and I suppose I could have a sense of place there, which is like (shies away,
closes her eyes) “I don’t like it - the smells, it’s unpleasant to look at.” So how does
that differ from our usual when we talk about sense of place? To me, I always think
of it as this is where a community feels at home, they feel like they belong to that
landscape. But I suppose technically, the definition doesn’t have to have those
positive (…) aspects to it.
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4. PB: Do you have any specific choreographic practices that develop your
relationship with a site?
MH: Yes, I do. I started off as a dance therapist before I became a choreographer.
So to me, the audience is my client. I want to take good care of that client. I want to
make sure they can see things. I do not like street theatre because only the people
who are at the front of the circle can see, and everybody else is sort of (gestures
looking around), unlike a theatre. That’s why I always have the dancers up or down
(gestures up and down) so the audience can have an easy line of sight. Another
aspect of being a dance therapist is that I love the concept of inclusivity. When I work
with dancers, one of my practices is the very first rehearsal, we go to the, let’s say
river, we go to the site. I’ll ask each dancer to go and spend some time communing
with the site, developing a sense of place (gestures quotation marks, smiling), and
seeing if the environment has anything it wants to say through their bodies (gestures
with upper body), of if there’s any sort of interpretation they would like to create. And
then I say, “Go off, I’ll call ‘woo’ (gestures calling with hands to mouth), come back in
15 minutes,” or 20, or however much time we have. And then people come back to
show what phrases their body (emphasises with upper body and arms) is
experiencing. And then - now I can do this but in the olden days I couldn’t – I just
video on my phone (gestures videoing, laughs) their sequences. So then the
inclusivity is that I want to honour each dancer’s response. Now, I might edit it a little
bit, but I want to put an element of each dancer into it. Now, that’s one point.
Another point is, especially if I have time, because sometimes I’m invited to places
where I’m not (…) I don’t live, so I can’t always do this, but I like to make a
commitment to the site, saying (smiling), “Okay site, I’m going to come to you every
day for 30 days, at different times of day, any kind of weather, and I’m just going to
be with you, and I’m going to ask you, the site (smiling, laughs), to yield any secrets
you have or anything you would like me…” I remember at some sites it’s not until the
22nd day where, “Oh, there’s this really obvious (gestures upwards) connection
between this floor and that floor that I didn’t see before.” And so, then I might use
fabric (gestures to across her body) to show that spacial connection.
I would say a third one is, it’s the overall creation of the dance, but I always try to find
a composer who is from that site, or from that area. And then, after I have done my
own exploring, I will talk to the composer and say, “Okay, could you create a five
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section,” (gestures across face) or however much, I sort of create a structure in my
mind. This one I did at the city of Brooklyn, at the city hall. So I said, “Okay, the first
section will be the staircase, the next station will be the windows and that will be 5
minutes long, and then the columns will be 6 minutes long…” I sort of give a feeling,
like “I would like this to be stately,” or “I would like this to be playful.” And so, in a
way that also helps define the dancers’ relationship to the site. When I talk to the
composer, I like to set up the beginning, middle, end; this is even before I work with
the dancers usually. I have the structure (gestures sections), what’s the first section,
the second section (…) what’s the ending. In a way, I think that deepens my
relationship with the site: to create a structure of what I’m going to ask the audience
to attend to first, then what am I going to ask them to attend to second, and third,
and fourth, and fifth.
5. PB: So would you say that your own sensory awareness of a location is
important to you within your practice when creating a work?
MH: Yes, I would say it is (looks down thinking). For sure I use my own body,
because as we know – you’re a dancer – everything, every single piece of
information you receive about the world comes curtesy of your body. Everything I
know about you I’m aware of because of my eyes, my ears etc. But the thing is, your
body is your instrument so everything that you show the world is also via your body,
right? I mean (gestures side to side) if it were not for your voice, and your
movements, and your eyes (…) Of the five senses, and who knows how many more
there are, the visual is important for me. Of course, there’s the music and the
kinaesthetic sensations but I think dance as an art form is mainly visual, in my
opinion.
6. PB: Does your work respond to immediate perceptions of a site? Or, do
these perceptions evolve and change, influencing your work?
MH: Yes, it absolutely changes. Getting to know a person, so you have your first
impressions, boom (leans forward for emphasis) right away, and you know people
have been writing about how that is pretty accurate; you should trust your first
impression. But things deepen and they change, and your relationship - it’s like I was
saying, “Oh, I didn’t notice that thing (gestures to corner) over there until the 20 th
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day.” Somebody else might have noticed it right away, but I don’t think so. I think we
definitely deepen our relationship to the site.
7. PB: You touched on audience participation within you work earlier. How
do you go about facilitating this?
MH: (Smiling) Yes. One of the beliefs in dance therapy is that (…) so let’s say I’m
working with teenage girls, and they are more willing to participate if they are holding
(gestures holding action) an object like a streamer or a drumstick (slaps leg). So
there is an extension of them, as opposed to where they are really moving their
upper body (circular action with upper body to emphasise movement) or their pelvis.
That can be a little scary for people so the use of props makes it easier. I learnt that
the hard way when I was a young dancer (laughs). So I apply the same thing to the
audience, although not always. I’ll give you a few examples.
In my performance called Solstice River, it takes place on the Mississippi River, the
audience is on a bridge, and the dancers are taking places up on rooftops (gestures
to different points above) and down below in boats or on a strip of land. Then for the
audience participation, I had 12000ft. long blue cloth that was 5ft. wide, and a little
truck or bike came along (…) laying out a long strip of fabric. There’s 2000, 3000
people who come. So as the truck comes along, I call out, “Help, hold the river! Help,
hold the river!” (Leans forward and calls out through hands). The audience runs to
hold either side so they are on the “banks” (gestures quotation marks) of the river.
The second or third year, I learnt to put balls (creates shapes with hands) (…) so that
the balls roll along the river. But the audience just lift it up and down (gestures with
hands), makes a ripple, or the kids run underneath. So that is a wonderful
community (smiling, closes eyes) activity. I did the dance for 19 years, each solstice,
each June, and I remember walking onto the bridge (smiling, laughs) one time, and a
mother saying to her child, “Oh, yes that’s my favourite part - the river!” (Smiling)
Because they are involved I think, and also it was an elegant way to have this fabric
– it looked like the river, symbolised the river - people could hold onto.
Another thing I did was a Mother’s Day dance where I had these little streamers.
They are about 14 inches long, strips of plastic tape, and we made about 700 of
them. (…) If you were a great-grandmother, you got a silver, which you were given; if
you were a grandmother, you had blue; if you were a mother, you had pink; and if
you ever had a mother (smiling) in your life, ever, ever, you got green. This was after
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the performance. Then I got on my microphone and I explained that we were going
to involve the audience and that we were going to make concentric circles. So if
there were any great-grandmothers - there were six of them - and they were in the
very centre. The grandmothers were around them, and the mothers around them,
and everybody who ever had a mother around them. So there were these concentric
circles with their colours, and I just asked them to move their wands from the inside
of the circle to the outside and then back (demonstrates movement), just like a wave.
Again, I was giving them (…) they could take their streamers home (laughs). So it’s
just a little bit less scary to people who are not dancers.
Now having said that, the most recent huge project I did was asking the audience to
join in with these very forced, simple movements about the water cycle. Right, so
clouds go up (singing; demonstrates with hands), and then the rain comes down
(singing; demonstrates with fingers), the water comes in (singing), and then the
rivers go out (singing; demonstrates with hands) to the ocean. And that was so easy
that people joined in, and they were encouraged by the dancers.
Another thing that I think is important is that the audience is sort of infiltrated by the
performers. The dancers go out to the audience and do the movements with them
(gestures a combining action).
8. PB: What value do you place on using site-specific dance to encourage
change in an observer’s perception of a location?
MH: I place a very high value on this; I think that is what my work is totally about
actually. I mean I have to say that my very first dance I ever did on the Mississippi,
back in 1985, my intention was just to create beauty. I had these dancers on these
bright yellow mooring cells in the river, and the dancers and the audience were so far
apart from each other that a friend suggested having a radio station play the music
because everybody would be on the same beat. (...) The next day I got a phone call
from a stranger. He said, “I’m sorry to bother you at home. I just wanted to say thank
you for giving the river back to the people.” (Smiling) And that was a very influential
phone call because in my mind I was think, “What are you talking about?!” (Laughs)
But then another person said, “Didn’t you feel the community on the bridge? Nobody
wanted to leave. We were all just standing there and wanted to stay together on that
bridge.” I feel like those comments influence my work, in that I could really, really see
how the dance was channelled for attention to the environment.
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9. PB: Again, you have touched on this before, but do you think that these
responses suggest that attention towards the site will remain for the
audience in the long term?
MH: Yes, absolutely. A performance in 2006 was a multi-site along the Mississippi
River, so there were seven cities, all at the same time, to the same music, and I got
some big grants so I was able to do this. We did a survey of the audience and then
did a six month follow up. I think around 60% of the responders said that in their
behaviour, they were better stewards of the water, because we get our drinking
water here from the Mississippi River. One person said, “I didn’t realise I shouldn’t
put my oil paints down the sink.” She had learnt that from one of our programmes –
in the programme that I handed out, it said, “How can I help the river?”
I just have heard from many, many people over the years (…) they have said, “I will
never see that place again in the same way. The dance helped me look at it with
renewed eyes and a renewed heart.”
10. PB: Professor of arts activism Pamela Burnard states “Landscapes
hold knowledge. Humans embody knowledge” (Burnard et. al. 129).
What do you think of this statement?
MH: So we are looking at the verbs “hold” versus “embody” (pauses to think). Well, I
like it (smiling)! Well, I think humans can also hold knowledge. A landscape could
embody history. There’s a whole area of geology called Stratigraphy (…) so it’s the
strata (draws horizontal lines in the air). If you look at the Grand Canyon or
something, you can see the layers of history.
We have to agree on the meaning of the term “embody.” Do you have to have a
body to embody it? I agree with the concept that landscapes hold – they can hold
history, they can embody history, they hold knowledge. I agree with that. And, I
agree that humans (…) well, it’s almost a cellular thing isn’t it? Our cells hold
memories, for sure our bodies have knowledge from being human. I mean if we look
at our reflexes: (looks side to side to demonstrate head turn) you turn the head and
the arms go out. So there is a tremendous amount of knowledge in our bodies
(smiling).
Not to mention what we were speaking about before, where if you go to a site and
you start to feel what is happening in that site (moving upper body). I was reading a
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book lately where a person had never seen the ocean, and then they saw the ocean
(gestures upwards with arms), and it was such a new experience for them. I think
wherever our bodies have been, we hold that knowledge. Not up here (gestures to
brain) all the time, it’s like a place you have been and you feel it (smiling).
11. PB: Any final comments?
MH: There is something exciting about dancing on the Earth. For me, my personal
thing is to have simultaneous things happen at long distances, at the same moment.
I don’t know why that is thrilling to me but it is (laughs, smiling).
I was the artist in residence for many years at the Centre for Environmental
Education at a university here in Minnesota. Because they invited me, I became
more aware of environmental education. I have to laugh (smiling) – it was maybe
eight or ten years ago – when the environmental educational people said, “Oh, we
have this great new idea, which is that you actually take your students out to the
outdoors.” (Laughing) Well, I’m glad you guys thought about that!
I wanted to pass on what the director said, because I don’t know about you, but
sometimes I go to these environmental talks and I get so depressed. He saw my
dance and then he called me up and said, “You know, we are doing the same thing.
We are teaching people to love the river.” I think if you can teach people to love the
environment, they will want to take good care of it, and as he used say, “We need to
have a party! You can’t just beat it over the head…” (gesturing beating action),
because it’s just too depressing (laughing). That’s what I like about dance and asking
the audience to participate because we are encouraging, empowering the people, as
opposed to (hides her face) it’s horrible, I don’t want to know about it.
I like to say that my dancers are like a Noah’s Ark. The people get in on one side of
the water, and then everybody gets out in a new place (smiling).
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Appendix C
Interview Transcript: Bethan Peters, 21.02.19
(Sitting at a table, Bethan Peters (BP) looks directly at me when talking, or
sometimes to the side when thinking. She sits in a very upright position with
confident body language, but does not gesture with her hands frequently. She
speaks fairly quickly and enthusiastically, without taking many pauses.)
1. PB: What was your most recent site-specific work, and can you tell me
a little bit about it?
BP: (…) So my most recent work that I choreographed was part of a residency at
Royal Museums Greenwich, in between 2015-2016 (readjusts her seated position).
As part of that I made various site-specific works. The Royal Museums Greenwich is
made up of four museums in Greenwich: the National Maritime Museum, the
Queen’s House, Observatory, and Cutty Sark. I made three site-specific works
across the sites. The theme that I was responding to was all around exploration (…)
particularly in relation to exploration in the enlightenment era, so quite a specific time
in history (smiling). But does this impact us now? Does everyone respond to this
idea of exploration? Do we feel like we are explorers now that the world is so much
more accessible to us all? But also the idea that most things have been “explored”
(gestures quotation marks) or found now.
(…) For me, I am really interested in exploring the notion of homeland. So I was born
and brought up in the UK, but at that time I feel like there were vast areas of the
country that I hadn’t been to, which like most of us, we only go to a place when we
are away or where our families are. I came up with the idea of making a dance film in
response to this idea of homeland, particularly in relation to coastal locations. I’m
particularly interested in the beach and the sea, and coastlines essentially. But also
from a more environmental perspective, that as coastal landscapes are dramatically
changing all around the world, but equally in the UK. They’re in their own entity; they
are obviously very seasonal, very tidal, but there are big shifts in the landscape that I
find quite interesting, and how (…) almost how choreography can respond to that, or
how myself and my collaborators - how do you choreograph in those kinds of
environments? We made a rule that we would only ever choreograph in the
landscape. We didn’t have any preliminary sessions, it was literally rock up to a
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place, create choreography and then film it (smiling). It came with its challenges, as
you can imagine, but I’m quite glad that we had that rule. It felt a bit more – I hate to
use this word, it sounds a bit cheesy (laughing), but it felt a bit more authentic that
we were actually responding in the moment to those locations. We went to four
different parts, four different areas of the country. So we went to the Gower
Peninsula, which is where some of my family are so I knew that area relatively well
already; the Isle of Arran in Scotland; south Cornwall; and then Whitby in the North
of England. So yes, we tried to go as far as possible as we could (smiling), and make
the film from there. This is the most chunkiest piece that I have made (…) I have
done quite a lot of research, site-specific research, since then, and I haven’t actually
made a work out of that yet.
2. PB: What does the term “sense of place” mean to you?
BP: Sense of place (looks upwards to think). I have done quite a lot of work around
this idea of the difference or similarities between space and place, and what they
mean to us as terms. I think place for me is a much more personal thing, a personal
connection to a particular landscape. And, I think there is something about how do
you locate yourself within a place (nodding her head)? And, I think that can be, you
know if you know that place really well and really intimately, but you know it in a
routine kind of way. So, for example: if you go to your house, or your school, or your
institution that you work with, you see a building or a space in a particular way and
you have a relationship to it. And, I think that’s about place making, that idea of place
making. (Leans to one side, resting hand under chin) I think it’s connected to
ownership as well, so how connected you feel to a place (…; sits upright) Not that
you necessarily have to own it (smiling). What am I trying to say? (Looks upwards to
think) It’s an investment, I guess, between you and that place, where you have a
particular relationship. I think that gives you a sense of place; if you feel invested in
it, or you maybe feel comforted in there, or if there is a familiarity about it.
I’m particularly interested in this idea of place making. I don’t know if you have come
across it in research before but there is a lot that councils are doing, specifically
around regeneration, areas of regeneration about place making. Which essentially
for me, my understanding of that is around how do you almost find a re-connection
with the environment that you live with? Because, obviously if you are thinking about
living in London, there are people who maybe have lived in places for years and then
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everything changes around them, and they feel like they have to re-connect with that
place again. And, I think that’s the same for non-urban locations as well (…) For me,
sense of place is very personal, very individual for each of us – that thing that you
can’t describe about why you resonate with a certain place or space. And, I find it
fascinating (…) Why is it that I am drawn to coastal locations? Creatively, but also
spiritually, I guess. I love being by the sea (…) even though I grew up in the middle
of London, so for me that is quite interesting - what is it that draws me to those
locations?
3. PB: Is this sense of place and re-connection something that you
consider when beginning the process of creating a site-specific work?
BP: Yes, definitely. I think something creatively, that you (…) I feel like I have to go
through a process of almost exploration. So, for example: when we made the dance
film, myself and the collaborator gave ourselves time just to get to know a space, or
we choose a particular location or area that we want to work in; and then we spend a
few hours, or even half a day, just exploring, getting to know it a little bit with our
bodies. What physical movement allows itself to manifest in that space? We
recorded that, and that was something that actually became very interesting to ask.
These initial encounters, this idea of encounter, is something I use a lot, whether that
be encounters between people, but also encountering space and place, or
environment. I feel this is an important practice for me. Even just familiarisation, even
if it’s a studio. I don’t know if you feel this as well, but for me, if it’s a new space or a
new studio where I’m taking class, or I’m teaching a class, I feel like I need to get
there a little bit before just to acclimatise, or feel what the floors like. I’m a sensory
person, I need to see what the light is like, or how does the floor feel? Those kinds of
things; what’s the temperature? I think this acclimatisation needs to happen before
you can even think about generating choreography or before (…) other things can
happen, I feel like there needs to be this acclimatisation. I guess it is like meeting a
new person or if you are dancing with someone new, you need a “getting to know
you” phase, a bit like dating I guess (laughing), before anything can happen
(smiling).
4. PB: Do you have any other specific choreographic practices that
develop your relationship with a site?
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BP: I think for me, it is about spending time in a place. I feel like I really struggle to
create site-specific work if I don’t have enough time in an environment. Especially if I
am making work in particular buildings and specifically, I feel like I need to be
immersed in the space almost not as part of the choreographic practice, without
dancers, without anyone else, I just feel like I need to soak up that time.
I also use drawing. I used to do art so I like to draw out elements that I find
interesting, or making notes about the experience. (…) A couple of years ago, I
started using text work as well. Thinking about poetry or imagery – I work a lot with
imagery as well, so coming up with images that almost came to me while I was in a
space, or writing a really short poem. It almost becomes a daily practice for me; even
if it doesn’t make its way into the pieces, for me it is a way of recording how I feel
about a space or how I might be inspired by a space in different ways, rather than
always through choreography.
Yes, and speaking to people as well who encounter the space I find is a really good
way to know it. So, for example: when we used all those different locations for the
film, we made these postcards that we gave to local people to fill out for us, and that
gave us a sense of the location. One of the questions was “What is your connection
to the sea?” So trying to gather these narratives of people’s relationships to the sea,
but also finding out (…) thinking about what people value about certain places where
they live. So for me, when I come to choreograph, I like to work with either other
collaborators or other participants, local people that I can engage with and their onsite story of a place or a narrative; whether that is to do with the people or whether it
is this imagined narrative of a landscape that I conjure up in my head.
5. PB: So would you say that your own sensory awareness of a location is
important to you within your practice when creating a work?
BP: Yes, definitely. It is essentially that first point of call I think with a place that you
are working in. So yes, very much using sensory work. I do a lot of contact
improvisation, so doing a lot of body contact work. (…) I also think about sound, and
sight, and voice – I quite often work with musicians and vocalists within my work. So
yes, I feel like there are all these kinds of tools that I try to think about when I’m
creating work that isn’t (readjusts position while thinking) (…) it is a lot to do with the
body but it starts from a place that is very sensory rather than just jumping in with
(...) I don’t like the idea of transposing choreography or physical material onto
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spaces. I have done that before, where you create a work in a different place and
then have to re-locate it, and I think that’s a different way of choreographing. (…) If
the choreography is going to be site-transient, for example, you make it in a very
different way. But, if I know it is attached to a place or attached to an environment,
even if that changes the next day you go back to work there, I feel that is attached in
a sensory way (…) and the narrative belongs. That is quite important to me.
PB: It is almost as though you are creating your own sense of place through these
sensory responses.
BP: Yes, definitely. I think that then all feeds in to your connection to a place.
6. PB: Does your work respond to immediate perceptions of a site? Or, do
these perceptions evolve and change, influencing your work?
BP: I think it depends. I think it is a bit of both, if I’m honest. If there is a particular
connection I feel, or a space or a building, then that can be really interesting in itself,
without (…) how do I, or particular people, feel about a place? Is it that you had a
really positive experience, or negative connotations with a particular place? And, I
think that can be really rich in itself.
(Looks upwards to think) But yes, naturally I think it evolves into something else, or it
might take you off on a whole other tangent. As I said before, I am quite interested in
changeability within a particular location. Rather than being static, especially when
working in natural environments, in more (…) yes, whether it is coastal, or forest, or
ice, for example. Nature changes dramatically, even if it doesn’t look like it
necessarily does to us, to our naked eye. I am quite interested in how does it
change? But equally, how does that affect our relationship to that place? And our
sense of (looks down to think) our perception of (…) how we engage with that place.
Is it affecting change for creatures that quite like habit and routine? You know, really
dramatic shifts in changes - that specifically actually has quite a big impact on what
we do for me.
So, for example, I went to the Arctic to do a residency a couple of years ago. There
you can physically see extreme change taking place, and I think that impacted me
probably psychologically and emotionally far more than I was expecting. We were
there at a very particular time, between the spring and the summer, which is literally
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only about a two week, three week period. You could just see ice melting away and
plants and flowers emerging, which I totally had not expected to see I think. You
wake up and your whole environment has changed dramatically, and that really
takes a physical and emotional toll I think (nodding), because you’re like “wow.”
Experiencing those changes first hand really plays into your emotional response to a
place as well.
7. PB: Do you encourage audience participation in your work? If so, how
do you facilitate this?
BP: Yes, for me I (looks upwards to think) (…) I’m interested now in the last 5 years
of my career, of not creating work for traditional theatre spaces, where the audience
are sitting and quite often passive. I really enjoy creating environments where
(readjusts her sitting position) audiences are encouraged either to explore for
themselves, or that they have a bit more agency in their choice. I feel, for me as an
audience member myself, there is a fine line. I do enjoy just sitting and being passive
sometimes, but I am often more engaged or more invested in a piece if I feel like I
have some choice, or I’m curious about where it is going to go next. (…) I am
physically engaged in that, rather than just sitting or standing around the edge, for
example. I feel I have a more kinetic response if, yes, if I am moving around or
seeing things from different angles, for example, that kind of thing makes me feel a
bit more engaged. And I try to do that in many different ways.
(…) I have done a few installations in the last couple of years where there is not
necessarily a live element, so it is more up to people just to experience a space. I try
to create a space and an environment where people can immerse themselves,
whether that is through film, or light, or structures that you make.
For bigger pieces that I have made, so for example: I made a piece for the National
Maritime Museum, which was a trail almost. So we had about 25 performers and the
piece was an hour long, and sometimes the dancers came altogether and
sometimes they were split off into different parts of the building. And, it was up to the
audience then to decide where they wanted to go (…) it is your job as an audience
member, and it was only really at the end where everyone came together. I am really
intrigued in that, yes, audience agency particularly is something I am really
interested in. And, also just naturally, you know, if you are not making work in
traditional theatre space, then inevitably you have to think about audience in a
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different way because you don’t have the rules and the codes of the theatre, which I
find fascinating. It obviously comes with its challenges (nodding), and particularly
logistically things, like how people are moving from place to place; and controlling
numbers, and things like that, becomes a bit more (…) But, for me that is a bit more
interesting than the kinds of traditional spaces (smiling).
8. PB: What value do you place on using site-specific dance to encourage
change in an observer’s perception of a location?
BP: I think it can have a massive influence. I think any sort of artistic intervention or
artistic representation in a space or place can alter how people see it. I think more so
actually with people who know a building or place really well. It may be that they walk
their dog there every day, for example, or they go to school there, or they work in a
particular building; but they if they experience an artistic event or happening in those
places, I think it really does make them see it in a different way (…) because they
see other people engaging with it in a different way, or the artist, whoever it is, has
interpreted that place in a different way. Yes, and certainly speaking to some people
who have either worked there a long time, or already seen it, with familiar places that
they knew very well, saying “Well, I hadn’t see it like that,” or “I hadn’t used that in a
particular way,” or “I was asked to go into a space that I had never been in before,
even though I walk past it every day.” For me, it is those little shifts and changes that
are really quite impactful in the end.
And, especially when we are thinking about environmental spaces as well. You
know, if you are trying to draw attention to a particular issue or idea, if you invite
people to see it in a different way through art, then I think that can hopefully have a
bit more of a personal impact than just shoving a fact sheet in their face about some
of the changes that are happening in a place, for example. I think inevitably art is just
more personal, and it speaks to people, physically, emotionally, psychologically,
much more so than other avenues of information does (smiling).
9. PB: In general, what kinds of reactions and responses to your work from
audiences have you experienced?
BP: So, especially for the work that I did at the Maritime Museum, I think people
were really positive about seeing those spaces being used in a different way, these
historical, regal places. Also, as you know, museums and galleries have their own
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set of codes and ways of creating people’s certain behaviours without being told: not
being able to touch certain things; feeling like they just have to keep walking, moving
past an exhibition; (…) there are these inherent rules which I think are just drilled into
us from childhood perhaps. (Looks to the side to think) And, seeing dancing across
the floor, or hiding under certain parts of galleries, for example, I think people realise
“Oh, actually it can be a fun space,” it doesn’t need to be quiet, and actually you get
to see the galleries and exhibitions in a different way.
I think the film (looks to the side to think) (…) so the installation that we set up for the
coastal film, audience members could also write postcards to contribute to the
exhibition. That was really nice, hearing people’s stories in response to watching the
film, and a lot of people said they had not thought about this in years, my connection
to the sea, or “I really miss this place that I am from, you should go here.” I felt it was
quite a personal connection which is really great (nodding). So the site work has
been quite nice in that (…) a lot of feedback we have had is about, “Oh, I have seen
this in a different way,” or people feeling like they have not seen the space being
used in this way.
10. PB: Do you think that these responses suggest that attention towards
the site will remain for the audience in the long term?
BP: I think it is quite difficult to say without following up the people. I think it depends
on how much you resonate with certain art work, and that is really difficult to
determine without a really long-term research project. I mean we all hope that things
will resonate with people. (…) I think that is quite difficult to say without doing further
research (nodding). I don’t know, but yes, you would hope that it would resonate with
people. If they walk past a place and they remember part of your work happening
there, for example, I think there is that kind of resonance that hopefully continues.
(…) But, how do you keep hold of that? Dance is not like a sculpture or a piece of art
work that can potentially stay in the landscape for years, and years, and years.
Usually, because the nature of people, we do it a couple of times and then we
disappear – it’s that kind of thing. But I think then it could be up to the choreographer
to decide on how am I going to capture it? Is it through film? Is it through
photography that can then live on in a different way? And then, I think particularly
when you are working in participatory contexts with communities, I think that is really
important actually, in terms of the legacy, that it is about leaving something behind or
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having some sort of record that this actually happened, and it wasn’t just a fragment
of one’s imagination (laughing). I find that is always really helpful (nodding, smiling).
11. PB: Professor of arts activism Pamela Burnard states “Landscapes
hold knowledge. Humans embody knowledge” (Burnard et. al. 129).
What do you think of this statement?
BP: (Smiling; looks up to think) I think it is both, I don’t think it is binary. I think
landscapes and humans do both things. I think landscapes for me certainly embody
knowledge – I think they are moving, living things. For me, I am obviously interested
in the seeing landscapes as a whole, as a living, breathing thing, that have
personalities, have characteristics, but yes, are imposed on by my imagination, but
still have stories. And, I think that is really interesting actually.
But, also I think humans as people, we hold knowledge in our bodies. We are kind of
like archives. Someone I used to work with said our body is a museum, is an archive
in itself. All of our stories are narratives and experiences, and I think that is what (…)
why we are complex. (…) Indeed, working with lots of different kinds of people, who
come from lots of different kinds of backgrounds and experiences, there is a beauty
in exploring that. And, then when you place that in a landscape or environment that
has its own held or embodied knowledge, or story, I think that is when it becomes
really fascinating (smiling). We consider: how do we all relate to this particular place?
Or, how do we all relate to each other as a company? Yes (nodding), it is quite
complex. I think there are different layers of encounter almost. So yes, I kind of get
what she is trying to say with the quote (smiling), but for me, I think it is less of a
binary and more of a (…) it’s complex in quite obviously many different ways, and
our capacity to do that (smiling).
12. PB: Any final comments?
BP: (…) I think those questions around “how” is something I am kind of battling with.
How does art and dance, specifically, contribute to this idea of sharing concerns
around environmental issues or climate change, climate justice? It is something I am
still trying to figure out, definitely. I haven’t created work as yet that is explicitly
around environmental impact, and I think it is something that is going to take me a
long time to get to a point where I am ready to be like, “Okay, I am going to put this
out there” (smiling). But I think it is really important, and it is more and more
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important for artists and particularly in dance, actually, or these kinds of issues to be
forefront. I think there is a worry, especially when you mention environment to
anyone, I think everyone gets a bit nervous. But, as you know, it needs to be thought
about, and I think we are in a good place to hopefully (…) find personal connections,
making people feel like they can get involved personally. And, I think art broadly,
across whatever art form it is, can be really important to do that. But, especially a
physical form, such as dance, I think we have that added extra thing that a physical
connection, a kinetic element that visual art might not have, or music might not have,
for example (nodding).
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Appendix D
Interview Transcript: Leah Stein, 28.02.2019
(Sitting directly in front of the screen, Leah Stein (LH) is looking at me or upwards
when talking. She frequently uses both hands to gesture when describing her
experiences, particularly when enthusiastic about her point. She speaks fairly slowly
and clearly, often taking pauses to think.)
1. PB: What was your most recent site-specific work, and can you tell me a
little bit about it?
LS: Sure (looks upwards to think). We did a piece at an art museum with outdoor
sculptures. There were two very large sculptures that we interacted with, and one of
them is by the artist Bertoia. It was a fountain made of copper with water moving
through this very organic form (gestures fluid action with hands). And, then the other
sculpture was created also (…) by a different artist, Dina Wind, and it was more
angular (gestures the shape with hands), metal, very large-scale so we could
actually move through it, and be on top of it (gestures to demonstrate these
movements), and use the metal as (…) I thought a lot about it as we were “playing”
(gestures quotation marks) the sculptures sonically with the choreography to create
a real resonance in the space of the form (gestures the shape), in the object of the
sculpture. (…) There was a third, another (…) we began the piece in a space a little
bit further from the sculptures, on a hill with a tree, and I was really (smiling and
nodding) (…) what I wanted to do with this progression – we moved from this hill to
the first sculpture to the second (demonstrates sections with hands) – was create a,
already from the beginning, sense that we are connected to our environment
(smiling) in that how we respond as people to the landscape, to the environment is a
very (…) it’s just integral to how we live, whether we think about it or not (smiling and
nodding). And, so I am always interested in bringing that attention. So the dancers
had a couple (…) I had them discover these objects in the grass on the top of the hill.
There was a (looks sideways to think), actually we found these round discs that are
from a tree trunk (gestures the shape). I think maybe they are used in education
programmes for kids to learn about the tree rings. So I had this wood ring, wood disc
(leans forward for emphasis), you know, a heavy round circle (demonstrates shape),
and then I have this metal circle that I really like. So, this solid positive space,
negative space (looks to each side as gestures the two spaces), the drawing, also a
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copper pipe I had them work with, which is the material of the fountain; and then a
tree branch. (Looks upwards smiling) In a way, the beginning of the piece was about
raw materials, both natural and man-made, or man-crafted and women-crafted. So, it
was a lot of interaction in the elements (gestures with hands) without telling a
particular story. But I love that tree, I have to say, that tree in the beginning scene of
the work, it’s beautiful, just to honour it (looks sideways, contemplating); and I found
out how old it was, it has been there for generations.
I loved hearing people’s responses. Of course, we moved from the hill then to this
large fountain, and a lot of the dance took place underneath it because I was
interested in the underworld, and how the water, slipping down into the rocks, and
also the sound of this very organic copper form (gestures an upwards curve with
both hands) was so powerful, evocative (looks sideways, contemplating). But I guess
what people love (…) people really responded to different aspects of the work with
the sculptures. But some people also talked about the space between, of the
travelling through the landscape (smiling, nodding) from the hill to the sculpture, and
that is always important to me (smiling); how we move through, not just where do we
get to? Both of those are important.
(…) Yes (…) they are really different sculptures so the choreography was really
different in each section, and it was very much with improvisation (smiling and
nodding) (…) at heart I’m an improviser (laughing). So, I create scores for the
dancers and we really work collaboratively to figure out what kind of movement
palette, and also how much freedom can we bring for them.
2. PB: You mentioned about responses you received. Did this work aim to
influence participants’ responses to the site? Did you plan for this, or
did it happen naturally?
LS: I guess both (raising shoulders, nodding). You know, certainly because the work
is (…) central to it is interaction, and the activation of offering (…) a real activating of
the place, the site, the sculptures. The third sculpture (…) the third place but the
second sculpture was (…) I was working with a bassoon player who was sometimes
inside this very large, rectangular tube (demonstrated shape), and the dancers were
inside sounding with their voices, they were up on top, it was very all encompassing.
It really engaged with every aspect of it. There was one point where the dancers (…)
I’ll show you! (Holds a picture up to the screen) I had them sounding through
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(gestures hands from her mouth), and the bassoon player was in a lower large,
rectangular open tube. I then invited to audience to come (…) to surround (gestures
action with hands) the sculpture and to listen - to listen to the sound of the dancers,
of the musician. This is actually a picture, in a way, from the audience. The audience
is able to have this point of view (holds up picture to the screen). They moved
around the sculpture, to look at it from all perspectives (gestures looking around). I
wanted them to feel very engaged and to see the place differently, to feel it
differently (nodding).
3. PB: What does the term “sense of place” mean to you?
LS: (Smiling) That’s a great question. I know I use that term and sometimes people
say, “What does that mean?” (Looks upwards to think). For me, what it means is
what is activated inside me because of what is happening in the surroundings. In
other words, it feels like sense of place is about a dialogue (gestures from her chest
to in front of her) of understanding, learning, discovering, creating, being responsive
to my environment, in such a way that there is something that changes inside of me.
And, so then I develop this sense of place, or maybe it is already there and I have
just become more aware. It is like awakening an awareness of the interrelationship
and interdependency of myself and my environment. But, you know, or (…) I am
interested in creating that, and learning how that is created with the artist, the
dancers, the collaborators I work with, and then with the audience. (…) And, how
that might translate into other aspects of life, really, and the importance of that
experience.
4. PB: Do you have any specific choreographic practices that develop your
relationship with a site?
LS: I’ve recently (…) well, now it is about five years ago. I did a long research project
with composer Pauline Oliveros, who is now deceased. She is a real (…) in the field
of experimental music composition, and fascinating, wonderful person, and I’m so
grateful I had the chance to work with her, actually on several occasions. This long
research project with singers and dancers was in her Deep Listening practice, and
she has the Deep Listening Institute in upstate New York. I did the programme and
became certified in (…) I’m a certificate holder in deep listening, and it’s a wonderful,
wonderful practice. I think I have always been a deep listener, and to now have the
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language and that lens, it really is a new foundation for everything I do. We always
start with a Deep Listening practice – we start rehearsals that way (nodding).
5. PB: Do you have any other practices, not only at the beginning of the
process, but also throughout the creation of a work, that help to develop
your sense of place?
LS: Yes, we have different improvisations in all practices (…) Deep Listening is the
real foundation, but then (…) that becomes through our awareness, our sensitising,
tuning our senses; and physically too, sometimes working with contact improvisation.
(Looks upwards to think) Those are the real ones, I mean, really the Deep Listening
and the great world of improvisational structures (smiling) to create sensitivity,
tuning. And, I have certain things that we always do (smiling), and you know, I
haven’t codified them exactly (smiling). I’m sure you can understand. (Looks
upwards to think) I’m trying to think of more specific (…) I mean I am drawing from
the wealth of people who have come before me (laughing).
6. PB: How important is your own sensory awareness of a location within
your practice when creating a work?
LS: Yes, very, very important (gesturing hand on heart). I usually start by myself, just
being in the space, listening, improvising, kind of feeling how I’m, you know, what’s
happening? (Gestures with hands; looks sideways to think). I just give myself a lot of
time because (…) yes, I give myself a lot of time in the space to do just that. And,
then I do that on my own all the time (laughing), you know, connecting to nature. I
live in the city and I have moved to an even more urban part of the city, which has
been challenging (nodding, looking down), so I make it a priority to be outside, take
walks, and be in the natural environment when I can (smiling).
7. PB: Does your work respond to immediate perceptions of a site? Or, do
these perceptions evolve and change, influencing your work?
LS: Absolutely both (nodding), absolutely both. Also, I’m interested in the history (…)
this particular piece was very much about the sculptures, but then there are all these
other (gestures with hands) awareness’s and associations emerge (leans forward to
emphasise word). I think there is a process of mining our own physicality, and almost
as our bodies as site, and how the site brings (gestures moving upper body) certain
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histories forward. So, immediate, evolving, and historic, definitely (smiling). I mean,
they have a dialogue altogether, a conversation together, and I am really interested
in those layers and there is probably more than just those three layers. I’m interested
in (looks upwards to think) you know, teasing them out (gestures with fingers) and
trying to understand them more (raises shoulders), and allowing them to speak
more, to have this conversation (gestures with hands and upper body). I realise I
don’t know everything and I am curious to learn more, and what is my body feeling
that might be historical? (gestures to torso); what is my body feeling that is
immediate? (gestures to heart) - and it’s hard to separate – and then what evolves
over time that is very lasting? Just through improvisation in the place (nodding).
8. PB: Can you share any examples from your work that demonstrates
these aspects?
LS: Sure. Oh, which work? (Laughing; looks upwards to think). I’m just thinking about
different scales. So, I work with different scales - sometimes quite small-scale and
sometimes quite large-scale (…) I made a piece soon after I had that intensive
research with Pauline Oliveros, and I also had an injury (…) This is a really good
example in that all these things (…) and my father had just passed away, and it
turned out to be an homage to him, and also very site-specific about the place where
I was in. The location, the physical building. I was in an industrial building that had
light pouring in four windows (gestures the windows), just so beautiful, these four
rectangular spots, sun spots on the floor (gestures the spots in below in front of her);
and they moved through the course of the piece because of the sun, obviously, with
light moving over the course of the hour. They were very important in the structure of
the work. That work, because of the location which is an old industrial building, and
also memories about my father who was an artist actually (looks downwards), and
the relationship between the industrial landscape and the natural landscape were
key in his artwork. So there is a definite influence there (smiling). He also loved
trains. There were these ways that the light on the floor created a rhythm
(emphasises word) of time. They also created an immediacy, right here, right now,
feeling the light and the warmth coming through the window. The windows were
open and the sounds outside were permeating the space (smiling). A whole range of
sounds, but sometimes there were birds, nature, natural sounds, and then there was
like an ice cream truck (laughing), whatever happened that day! So, there was a
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sense of immediacy, and somebody said to me about how (…) being able to create
and have something that is very responsive to the moment (nodding), right here, in
the moment, so it brings people right here. At the same time, because of the place I
was in physically, and then emotionally, there was all (emphasises word; gestures to
shoulders) this history - I was bringing such a wealth of history – and learning about
it in my body in almost a new way with an injury, so I was more confined. And then, it
really was just a process of evolving – I didn’t know where I was going. I just started
on the floor, rolling through those lights, those sun spots. That piece I think in
particular, it really weaves together (interlaces fingers) those two approaches, or
sensitivities.
9. PB: You briefly mentioned this before. Do you encourage audience
participation in your work? If so, how do you facilitate this?
LS: (…) I don’t think I have ever created a work – well, recently in the past 15 years
or more – where the audience doesn’t change location. If nothing else, inviting them
- even in that piece called Bellows Falls that was the homage to my father, I had
them (turns to face the side) rotate to see different parts of the room, the whole room
(gestures circle with finger), we used the room, all 360. So, always there is a change
of perspective. That is just an inherent piece, that the audience moves, or at least
shifts their focus.
I did a piece at a burial ground. I can’t remember (…) that was a really older piece
(…) where the audience starts (…) so the burial ground had a walkway down the
centre and there were two sides (gestures with hands), and they begin facing and
the dancers are moving towards them. And, then through the whole rest of the piece,
they move down the path (gestures with hands). The performers go back and forth
between the two sides, so the audience is looking and then the performers move
through them (demonstrates with hands). And, then they turn (turns to face the side)
to face the other side, and then they move down the path a little more. And, then
they move this way (turns to face the other side). I love that feeling of, in a way, life
and death as a very (…) but I wasn’t hitting that over the head by any means, but
you know, this life (gestures a world), it’s all one as we are going from side to side
(demonstrates movement with hands). That’s an example from the past.
(Looks upwards to think) I did (….) certainly people move in this most recent piece
called Groundworks at that museum that I spoke about in the beginning. We have
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audience support; I have audience guides, people who – it is written in the
programme, “you will move during the performance.” (…) When people get their
programme, before they read it or they come into the space, they are told: “you will
be travelling, you will be moving during the performance, just look for the audience
guides, somebody will…” (…) And some people just stand up and start walking, and
sometimes they might just look a little bit (nods her head to one side), give a little
gesture. Yes, audience guides (nodding) help so they are (…) feeling like, “Okay,
this is the time to go ahead.”
I am interested in more immersive performances where the audience has agency
and can move on their own (moving upper body). This most recent work – I had
invited that but it’s funny how people get (…) I wanted people to move around the
sculpture (drawing a circle with finger) on their own, but it is so funny once people
get planted, they really just wanted to watch from one perspective. (Looks upwards) I
felt that too. I came upon it as an audience member during the performances and I
thought (looks to the side), “I just want to be right here” (laughing). I didn’t circle all
around; I did change places a little bit. So, it depends on the nature of the work.
But I did a large-scale (emphasises word; looking upwards) work a few years ago at
the Philadelphia waterworks, which is a historic site, along the Schuylkill River –
enormous, expansive – and about 70 singers and 9 dancers. They moved through
the space and the audience (…) it was really complicated. But I had the audience
sometimes sandwiched between groups of singers (demonstrates moving sideways
with hands), sometimes I had us altogether (interlaces fingers) moving. It was a very
fluid piece: it was about the waterworks so there was a lot of water element, and I
wanted that element to not only be in the content of the work, but in the experience
(emphasises word) of the work, in how the audience (…) essentially they flowed
through the site (gestures with hands), with some pauses here and there with the
performers. So that was a really immersive work (nodding).
10. PB: What value do you place on using site-specific dance to encourage
change in an observer’s perception of a location?
LS: That’s very (…) well I don’t know what will happen. I know that I get very excited
and very inspired, and I want to activate, and illuminate, and invite the audience to
(leans forward for emphasis) be part of a very dynamic experience, even if it is quiet.
(…) It’s a sense of awareness and (…) perceiving, inviting people (nodding; closes
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eyes) to really have a different way of experiencing themselves in their surroundings
that is lasting. That so when they come back to this location, they have a memory.
It’s creating a (…) creating something with those people who are there. So (…) I
place an enormous value on (nodding) (…) absolutely, it is the key to my work, to
what is important to me (…) and I just love that. I find that for myself I learn about the
spaces and the places, and there is a (…) this connection I have to those locations,
and other people too (nodding). The audiences all have memories and I hear it a lot
(places hand on heart), “I will never forget,” or “I will always look at that place in a
new way,” or “It has a new meaning to me” (smiling). And, I love when (…) you
know, I don’t have a lot of narrative, I know I have a personal story that is always
threading through, and the dancers too; but it is not a narrative that I think the
audience will identify specifically. I am interested in the audience connecting in the
present moment but also to their own personal narrative, or what is important to
them. In the memory, not only is it of that experience – sometimes people remember
what is happening in their lives, how that was resonant for them when they were
witnessing or being a part of that performance (smiling).
11. PB: Do you think that these responses suggest that attention towards
the site will remain for the audience in the long term?
LS: (Smiling, nodding) I have definitely experienced that many times because of
people telling me (laughing). So, I hope so. (…) Our environment is so important and
it is in such a desperate state right now (nodding) so I hope (gestures to heart) (…)
it’s meaningful to me to create work that is contributing to some sense of importance
about, you know, we are here, and this is our home to take care of and to respond to
with responsibility, and also with appreciation. That’s like the bigger global
awareness (gestures above her head with hands), and then I do get people (…) I
hear from people, sometimes much later – it is really amazing that I can hear so
much later - I bump into somebody and they say that, “You know what? I still
remember…” You know, many years ago (smiling), and that happens often, you
know, it is not an exception. So that is very, very rewarding to me (nodding, smiling).
12. PB: A question I forgot to ask earlier was do you aim to challenge an
audience’s sensitivity towards a site?
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LS: Yes, definitely (nodding). Yes (laughing)! I’m interested in (…) well people
always (looks upwards) (…) there is so much to see, and experience, and respond
to. It takes time to do that. So we spend the time and then the audience gets this
surprise, really. There is often surprise because (…) they are not aware of many
things that we discovered, and then it becomes this (…) it is illuminating and
surprising. (Looks sideways) Can you ask the question one more time as I thought of
something I just forgot?
PB: Do you aim to challenge an audience’s sensitivity towards a site?
LS: Yes (nodding) I guess challenge their sensitivity meaning that really asks more
of them (leans forward for emphasis). Is that what you mean?
PB: Yes. Or perhaps they experience something they haven’t experienced by, or
something they didn’t expect to experience at a particular location.
LS: Absolutely. Oh, that is key to my (…) that is a key piece to how I work,
absolutely. (Looks upwards) The thing is, I (…) well, the sonic element of those
sculptures was very surprising for everybody who saw the work, and so many people
see those sculptures differently now. (…) In different ways that is very important to
me. So in ways in something like that, where there is just sound and it almost
became musical instruments, and that was very unexpected and memorable for the
audience. So there is an example.
Another example is this big piece I was telling you about – the immersive work along
the river with so many singers and dancers. Towards the end (…) one of the strange
things about the site though is that we were flowing in the same direction that the
river flows, but the site is this grand, huge (gestures size and shape with hands)
open plaza that is both rock, like an outcropping of rock above (gestures with hands),
and then there is the river in a way that is a little bit below this big plaza (gestures
with hands). You don’t really know the river is there unless you go over to the edge
of the space, and so towards the end we are all in this main area together. And, then
I had a singer on a boat with a megaphone (demonstrates with hands; laughing)
because I (…) I actually wanted to have the audience on the boat (…) I had all these
ideas but it just wasn’t practical. So we had one singer and she was singing from the
boat, from the river, and then the chorus was singing from the plaza, and the
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audience was in-between (gestures with hands). I love the way that called attention
to the river, and suddenly people had (…) it opened and connected everything.
(Looks upwards to think) Another part of that piece was (…) a lot of times, people
are in a site and they want to block certain things out and not others. (…) I’ m
interested, especially with the Deep Listening work, of really what is here? What is
really here? I know I’m interested in calling attention to things, but that develops out
of being really present (emphasises word), right here in this moment. So, you know,
allowing the traffic sounds to be part of the space – there is a bridge that goes over
the river. And, then there was graffiti on the opposite wall of the river (gestures with
hands), and the costumes, they were (…) really brilliant like orange and blue graffiti
over there, so the costumes, for other reasons also, but they were orange and blue,
so you could really see the dancers and see the colours. I love that correspondence
of the colour and then bringing in that piece of the environment that was quite far
away, but still part of where we are. So that element is important to me (…) what is
really right here? (Nodding) what is right here and what is far away? Or maybe it’s
buried, or maybe, you know (gestures over her head), where is it? What’s here?
(Smiling, laughing).
13. PB: Professor of arts activism Pamela Burnard states “Landscapes hold
knowledge. Humans embody knowledge” (Burnard et. al. 129). What do
you think of this statement?
LS: (…) Embody and hold (nodding; looks upwards). I feel both are both true
(laughing). I feel landscapes hold and embody (laughing), no, I definitely feel
humans hold and embody. I see, hold and embody – I’m sorry, I’m getting struck on
the words. Hold meaning – what does hold mean? What does embody mean?
(Looks to each side) I mean, I’m asking, of course I know, but I mean (…) embody
knowledge. Embody is a great word (nodding) embody knowledge (…) embody
knowledge (emphasises word; leaning forward) and embody more than knowledge
too I believe (laughing). I mean that is interesting - I’m interested in the words “hold”
and “embody.” There is no question about the body (moving upper body) having this
unbelievable reservoir of knowledge, and wisdom, and holding, and erasing, and
everything, we have it all in our bodies (gestures hands towards chest), and so I feel
that is what embody means, yes (nodding). But I also feel that (looks sideways)
holding – I am trying to understand what that word means. The landscape holds (…)
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the landscape is, is so many things. I don’t know if it has knowledge (laughing). I’m
getting a little bit, maybe, too involved in the quote!
But the landscape holds knowledge (…) well it is really interesting how much the
landscape is (…) there is both our (gestures hand to heart) (…) what humans’
interaction with the landscape is – it’s like we are it (interlocks fingers), that’s what I
believe. I don’t believe that we are like the landscape (gestures to one side) and
humans (gestures to the other side), I really feel like we are intertwined (interlocks
fingers, moving in a fluid action). We may operate in different ways, like when people
like to (gestures narrow mind, moving hands away from either side of face) not even
know they have a body, as people sometimes don’t realise that they (laughing), you
know, have a body or that they are connected to their environment. But I don’t think
(…) sometimes things are true, even if we don’t realise, we don’t know it. But gravity,
you know, you don’t quite understand how gravity works, but we all are affected by it
no matter what, you cannot escape gravity. So, I feel that way about (looks
sideways) the environment, and us and humans. (Nodding) We are like this
(interlocks fingers; smiling).
14. PB: Any final comments?
LS: (…) One thing maybe is related to that feeling of our environment and ourselves
(interlocks fingers), how much we are intertwined. One of the things I am very
interested in, and continue to explore, is this continuum of sound and movement
(demonstrates with hands), and how I don’t draw a line between them (gestures a
vertical line). (…) There is something about how sound activates place, and also
movement activates place: the sound of movement, and the way sounds and sonic
can create a physical response too (gestures with upper body). So I feel like they are
very much in the same continuum (gestures with hands on the same level). It is just
our perception. So that’s one thing that I am interested in, and I feel the site (…) I
listen in the site for the sounds as much as I feel the physicality of the site (nodding,
smiling). And light, also, the light is really very key, and it changes everything
(shaking head, smiling). The way the light is, you can feel different, look different,
everything changes; and I love natural light, and I love the changes of natural light,
and darkness (gesturing with upper body). We had our dress rehearsal for the
Groundworks piece in the light rain, but it was so beautiful (closes eyes). That’s why
there is a puddle here (demonstrates with picture, holding it up to the screen;
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laughing). It was so beautiful. (…) Obviously I wasn’t planning that. So there is
something about the light changing the elements (leans forward) that I can’t decide
but work with because of being (…) embracing, I guess. I relish that.
(…) Another thing I will mention is before I was working outside, but maybe parallel,
and then even when I am working outside – objects (leans forward for emphasis), I
work a lot with objects. I have actually done a whole series of works with tree limbs
(…) There is so much to learn from working with an object. It is such a funny thing as
a dancer. And, in dance training, you know, sometimes it can be so (…) it’s separate
(…) then cultivating that responsiveness and relationship. So, I don’t know, I think
(…) just exploring with an object (gestures with upper body) – what does that mean
to have a tree limb, different piece of metal? It is something to really explore
(smiling).
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Appendix E
Participant Consent Form
Students studying on the BA Ballet Education and BA Dance Education programmes
of study are required to undertake a research project module which contributes to
their final year of study. Depending on the nature of the research project, students
may be required to work with participants in gathering information which will inform
the research process and findings.
This consent form outlines the principles of how the research will be undertaken so
that participants and participants’ parents/guardians are informed of the measures
taken to ensure ethical practice is maintained throughout the research process.
Title of programme: BA (Hons) in Ballet Education
Title of research project: Environmentally responsive site-specific dance: the role
of a choreographer’s practice to challenge audience perception and sensory
embodiment of external environments.
Student researcher’s name: Poppy Barnes
Name of student’s Research Supervisor:
Purpose of research project:
The purpose of this study is to understand the impact and value a choreographer’s
practice can have on the engagement of an audience in relationship to
environmentally responsive site-specific dance. This will consider why site-specific
location, sensory awareness, and personal response to location, is important to the
choreographer to achieve heightened audience sensitivity to a site.
How research data will be collected (e.g.
interview/observation/questionnaire/video recording of participants): Face-toface semi-structured interview, which will be recorded and transcribed. If
availability/location prevents a face-to-face interview from being conducted, a
recorded Skype or telephone-based interview may be requested by the researcher.
Access to the Research Project: Access to the research project will be restricted to
the student researcher, Research Supervisor and internal/external examiners who
will assess the project. In some instances, the research project will be made
available to other students for internal reference only.
Anonymity: Anonymity will be guaranteed if participants wish to remain anonymous.
Storage of Data: All raw data will be stored securely on a password protected
computer. Data will not be used for any purpose other than the research project and
will be deleted on confirmation of the final mark for the project.
Right to refuse or withdraw: Participants will have the right to withdraw their
participation and/or consent at any point, without having to give a reason.
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Consent Statement
I agree to take part in this research, and am aware that I am free to withdraw at any
point. I understand that the information gathered as a result of my participation will
be treated in strict confidence by the student researcher, and that my identity will
remain anonymous at my discretion in any research findings.
Name………………………………………………………………………………..
Signature………………………………………. Date…………………………….
Please note: if you have questions about any aspect of your participation please
contact the student researcher. Alternatively, you may wish to contact the Module
Convenor, who has overall responsibility for module delivery.
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